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**Abstract:** Systems, methods, and computer-readable media for enhanced display features in collaborative network systems in tablature are disclosed. The systems and methods may involve computer-based organization, processing and analytical analysis through the integration of disparate functionalities, where the integration includes at least two of hybrid scaling, unified reporting, document management, chat, email, calendars, GANTT charts, location tracking, time management, control systems, cost management, capacity management, CRMs, process/order/delivery scheduling, and/or other functionalities that may assist an organization. Outputs of integrated functionalities may be presented in tablature and may involve generating and transmitting electronic notifications over a network, regulating permission access, rendering static and dynamic data, enabling display of graphs, organizing and managing similar information, hybrid scaling of information, and aggregating and parsing data in tablature.
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ENHANCED DISPLAY FEATURES IN COLLABORATIVE NETWORK SYSTEMS, METHODS, AND DEVICES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


TECHNICAL FIELD

[002] The present disclosure relates generally to systems, methods, and computer-readable media for enabling and optimizing workflows in collaborative work systems. Disclosed systems and methods may involve automatically rendering displays and managing tablature across multiple computing devices.

BACKGROUND

[003] Operation of modern enterprises can be complicated and time consuming. In many cases, managing the operation of a single project requires integration of several employees, departments, and other resources of an entity. To manage the challenging operation, project management software applications may be used. Such software applications may enable organizing, planning, and management of resources by providing project-related information to optimize the time and resources spent on each project. In many organizations, project management tools may be divided among many different systems with no practical way (or limited ways) to integrate them. For example, documents, chats, email, calendars, GANTT charts, location tracking, time management, control systems, cost management, capacity management, CRMs, process/order/delivery scheduling, and other functions of an organization may be confined to non-integrated standalone systems or systems that are only partially integrated. It would be useful to improve these software applications to increase operation management efficiency and overall efficiency of computer systems.

[004] Accordingly, various aspects of this disclosure address this issue by providing a platform that integrates many different project management computer operations in a way that improves the efficiency and operation of computer systems, and provides new types of outputs, analytics and/or visualizations previously unavailable and not achievable through manual processes. Some aspects of this disclosure provide systems and methods for managing resources and rendering new information on graphical user interfaces (GUIs) to provide additional, meaningful information, and aggregated displays that may be interactive that enable viewing and altering underlying information in ways not previously achievable. In particular, various embodiments of the present disclosure improve the functionality of
computers and networks to increase operation management efficiency and improve computing processes in prior systems through unconventional and interactive displays on GUIs. Further, various embodiments of this disclosure may allow for the organizing, planning, and managing of resources to optimize the time and resources spent related to a process.

[005] In management software applications, it may be desirable to visually represent various aspects of a project to facilitate project management. While project overview tools may be provided in current project management software, these tools generally do not allow direct manipulation of the underlying data. Further, there may be no convenient way to view the status of multiple tasks spread across multiple projects. Embodiments of this disclosure may provide new types of outputs and/or visualizations to provide varying renderings of information that may enable interaction and viewing of the information on varying devices.

SUMMARY

[006] Embodiments consistent with the present disclosure provide systems and methods for collaborative work systems. The disclosed systems and methods may be implemented using a combination of conventional hardware and software as well as specialized hardware and software, such as a machine constructed and/or programmed specifically for performing functions associated with the disclosed method steps. Consistent with other disclosed embodiments, non-transitory computer-readable storage media may store program instructions, which may be executable by at least one processing device and perform any of the steps and/or methods described herein.

[007] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, systems, methods, and computer readable media for merging data from differing tables. Systems, methods, devices, and non-transitory computer readable media may include at least one processor that is configured to maintain a data structure including a plurality of tables, each table of the plurality of tables including a plurality of rows and columns, with each of the plurality of columns having an associated column heading. The at least one processor may receive a request to consolidate information from at least two of the plurality of tables, wherein the at least two of the plurality of tables include similar columns with differing headings and a common data type, and may perform an analysis of data in the similar columns to determine that the data in the similar columns share a common characteristic. The at least one processor may further be configured to aggregate information from the similar columns, and may output the aggregation of information in a manner associating information from the similar columns.

[008] Some embodiments of this disclosure include systems, methods, and computer readable media for a hybrid scaling of tables having differing column types. The embodiments may include maintaining a zoom table having a plurality of columns, which may display differently depending on zoom level. The embodiments may store, for a first column, a first column template associated with a first zoom range. The first column template may be configured to display information in a first format configured to scale within the first zoom range. A second column template may also be stored and associated with the first column, the second zoom range differing from the first zoom range. The second column template may be configured to display information in a second format, which may be different.
from the first format. Furthermore, the second column template may be configured to scale within the second zoom range. A display view may switch from the first column template to the second column template when the first column is scaled to an outer limit of the first zoom range. Similarly, a third column template may be configured to scale across the first zoom range and the second zoom range. Such structures may enable simultaneous zooming of the first column and the second column such that, during simultaneous scaling from the first zoom range to the second zoom range, the display format of the first column may change, and the display format of the second column may remain unchanged.

[009] Embodiments of the present disclosure may include systems and methods for facilitating improved data visualization, the system may include at least one processor configured to maintain a plurality of boards, wherein each board of the plurality of boards contains multiple items, at least some of the items being associated with an entity and wherein at least some of the items include calendar-related information. The at least one processor may access a calendar of the entity, perform a lookup across the plurality of boards for the items associated with the entity, perform an analysis of the items associated with the entity to determine whether the items are calendar-related, and may sync the calendar-related items associated with the entity with the accessed calendar by rendering on the calendar, graphical indicators linked to the items. The at least one processor may further be configured to receive a selection of a specific graphical indicator rendered on the calendar, the specific graphical indicator being associated with a specific one of the calendar-related items, and upon receipt of the selection, may activate a specific link associated with the specific graphical indicator to thereby cause a display of information associated with the specific item.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[010] FIG. 1 depicts a block diagram of an exemplary computing device for generating a data structure repository, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

[011] FIG. 2 depicts a block diagram of an exemplary computing architecture for collaborative work systems, consistent with some embodiments of the embodiments of the present disclosure.

[012] FIG. 3 illustrates an example of a table that includes multiple columns and rows, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

[013] FIGS. 4A to 4C illustrate examples of tables that include similar columns, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

[014] FIG. 5 illustrates an example of presentation of information aggregated from similar columns of multiple tables, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

[015] FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a user interface including options for merging column data, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

[016] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an example process for merging data, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

[017] FIG. 8 illustrates example screen shots of hybrid scaling for tables having differing column types, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 9 illustrates example views of a zoomable table having a plurality of columns, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

FIG. 10 illustrates example views of a zoomable table having a plurality of scaled volumes of information, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

FIG. 11 graphically depicts transformation of a screen display when zooming from a calendar format to a timeline format, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

FIG. 12 illustrates an example screen shot of switching from a first column template to a second column template when crossing an outer limit of zoom range, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

FIG. 13 illustrates a screen shot depicting replacement of a second column template with a first column template scalable across a full zoom range upon a request, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

FIG. 14 is a block diagram of an exemplary method for hybrid scaling for tables having differing column types, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

FIG. 15 is an exemplary screen shot of a board including linked items of a calendar, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

FIG. 16 is a diagram of an exemplary a calendar, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

FIG. 17 is a diagram of an exemplary display of information overlay on a calendar, consistent with some embodiments of the disclosed embodiments.

FIG. 18 is a block diagram of an exemplary process for facilitating improved data visualization, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Exemplary embodiments are described with reference to the accompanying drawings. The figures are not necessarily drawn to scale. While examples and features of disclosed principles are described herein, modifications, adaptations, and other implementations are possible without departing from the spirit and scope of the disclosed embodiments. Also, the words "comprising," "having," "containing," and "including," and other similar forms are intended to be equivalent in meaning and be open ended in that an item or items following any one of these words is not meant to be an exhaustive listing of such item or items, or meant to be limited to only the listed item or items. It should also be noted that as used herein and in the appended claims, the singular forms "a," "an," and "the" include plural references unless the context clearly dictates otherwise.

In the following description, various working examples are provided for illustrative purposes. However, is to be understood the present disclosure may be practiced without one or more of these details.

This disclosure presents various mechanisms for collaborative work systems. Such systems may involve software that enables multiple users to work collaboratively. By way of one example, workflow management software may enable various members of a team to cooperate via a
common online platform. It is intended that one or more aspects of any mechanism may be combined with one or more aspect of any other mechanisms, and such combinations are within the scope of this disclosure.

[031] Certain embodiments disclosed herein include devices, systems, and methods for collaborative work systems that may allow a user to interact with information in real time. The platform may allow a user to structure the system in many ways with the same building blocks to represent what the user wants to manage and how the user wants to manage it. This may be accomplished through the use of boards. A board may be a table with items (e.g., individual items presented in horizontal rows) defining objects or entities that are managed in the platform (task, project, client, deal, etc.). Unless expressly noted otherwise, the terms “board” and “table” may be considered synonymous for purposes of this disclosure. In some embodiments, a board may contain information beyond which is displayed in a table. Boards may include sub-boards that may have a separate structure from a board. Sub-boards may be tables with sub-items that may be related to the items of a board. Columns intersecting with rows of items may together define cells in which data associated with each item may be maintained. Each column may have a heading or label defining an associated data type. When used herein in combination with a column, a row may be presented horizontally and a column vertically. However, in the broader generic sense as used herein, the term “row” may refer to one or more of a horizontal and a vertical presentation. A table or tabulation as used herein, refers to data presented in horizontal and vertical rows, (e.g., horizontal rows and vertical columns) defining cells in which data is presented. While a table view may be one way to present and manage the data contained on a board, a table’s or board’s data may be presented in different ways. For example, in some embodiments, dashboards may be utilized to present or summarize data derived from one or more boards. A dashboard may be a non-table form of presenting data, using for example static or dynamic graphical representations. A dashboard may also include multiple non-table forms of presenting data. As discussed later in greater detail, such representations may include various forms of graphs or graphics. In some instances, dashboards (which may also be referred to more generically as “widgets”) may include tabulation. Software links may interconnect one or more boards with one or more dashboards thereby enabling the dashboards to reflect data presented on the boards. This may allow, for example, data from multiple boards to be displayed and/or managed from a common location. These widgets may provide visualizations that allow a user to update data derived from one or more boards.

[032] Boards (or the data associated with boards) may be stored in a local memory on a user device or may be stored in a local network repository. Boards may also be stored in a remote repository and may be accessed through a network. In some instances, permissions may be set to limit board access to the board’s “owner” while in other embodiments a user’s board may be accessed by other users through any of the networks described in this disclosure. When one user makes a change in a board, that change may be updated to the board stored in a memory or repository and may be pushed to the other user devices that access that same board. These changes may be made to cells, items, columns, boards, dashboard views, logical rules, or any other data associated with the boards. Similarly, when cells are
tied together or are mirrored across multiple boards, a change in one board may cause a cascading change in the tied or mirrored boards or dashboards of the same or other owners.

[033] Various embodiments are described herein with reference to a system, method, device, or computer readable medium. It is intended that the disclosure of one is a disclosure of all. For example, it is to be understood that disclosure of a computer readable medium described herein also constitutes a disclosure of methods implemented by the computer readable medium, and systems and devices for implementing those methods, via for example, at least one processor. It is to be understood that this form of disclosure is for ease of discussion only, and one or more aspects of one embodiment herein may be combined with one or more aspects of other embodiments herein, within the intended scope of this disclosure.

[034] Embodiments described herein may refer to a non-transitory computer readable medium containing instructions that when executed by at least one processor, cause the at least one processor to perform a method. Non-transitory computer readable medium may include any medium capable of storing data in any memory in a way that may be read by any computing device with a processor to carry out methods or any other instructions stored in the memory. The non-transitory computer readable medium may be implemented as hardware, firmware, software, or any combination thereof. Moreover, the software may preferably be implemented as an application program tangibly embodied on a program storage unit or computer readable medium consisting of parts, or of certain devices and/or a combination of devices. The application program may be uploaded to, and executed by, a machine having any suitable architecture. Preferably, the machine may be implemented on a computer platform having hardware such as one or more central processing units ("CPUs"), a memory, and input/output interfaces. The computer platform may also include an operating system and microinstruction code. The various processes and functions described in this disclosure may be either part of the microinstruction code or part of the application program, or any combination thereof, which may be executed by a CPU, whether or not such a computer or processor is explicitly shown. In addition, various other peripheral units may be connected to the computer platform such as an additional data storage unit and a printing unit. Furthermore, a non-transitory computer readable medium may be any computer readable medium except for a transitory propagating signal.

[035] The memory may include a Random Access Memory (RAM), a Read-Only Memory (ROM), a hard disk, an optical disk, a magnetic medium, a flash memory, other permanent, fixed, volatile or non-volatile memory, or any other mechanism capable of storing instructions. The memory may include one or more separate storage devices collocated or disbursed, capable of storing data structures, instructions, or any other data. The memory may further include a memory portion containing instructions for the processor to execute. The memory may also be used as a working scratch pad for the processors or as a temporary storage.

[036] Some embodiments may involve at least one processor. A processor may be any physical device or group of devices having electric circuitry that performs a logic operation on input or inputs. For example, the at least one processor may include one or more integrated circuits (IC), including
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), microchips, microcontrollers, microprocessors, all or part of a central processing unit (CPU), graphics processing unit (GPU), digital signal processor (DSP), field-programmable gate array (FPGA), server, virtual server, or other circuits suitable for executing instructions or performing logic operations. The instructions executed by at least one processor may, for example, be pre-loaded into a memory integrated with or embedded into the controller or may be stored in a separate memory.

[037] In some embodiments, the at least one processor may include more than one processor. Each processor may have a similar construction, or the processors may be of differing constructions that are electrically connected or disconnected from each other. For example, the processors may be separate circuits or integrated in a single circuit. When more than one processor is used, the processors may be configured to operate independently or collaboratively. The processors may be coupled electrically, magnetically, optically, acoustically, mechanically or by other means that permit them to interact.

[038] Consistent with the present disclosure, disclosed embodiments may involve a network. A network may constitute any type of physical or wireless computer networking arrangement used to exchange data. For example, a network may be the Internet, a private data network, a virtual private network using a public network, a Wi-Fi network, a LAN or WAN network, and/or other suitable connections that may enable information exchange among various components of the system. In some embodiments, a network may include one or more physical links used to exchange data, such as Ethernet, coaxial cables, twisted pair cables, fiber optics, or any other suitable physical medium for exchanging data. A network may also include a public switched telephone network ("PSTN") and/or a wireless cellular network. A network may be a secured network or unsecured network. In other embodiments, one or more components of the system may communicate directly through a dedicated communication network. Direct communications may use any suitable technologies, including, for example, BLUETOOTH™, BLUETOOTH LE™ (BLE), Wi-Fi, near field communications (NFC), or other suitable communication methods that provide a medium for exchanging data and/or information between separate entities.

[039] Certain embodiments disclosed herein may also include a computing device for generating features for work collaborative systems, the computing device may include processing circuitry communicatively connected to a network interface and to a memory, wherein the memory contains instructions that, when executed by the processing circuitry, configure the computing device to receive from a user device associated with a user account instruction to generate a new column of a single data type for a first data structure, wherein the first data structure may be a column oriented data structure, and store, based on the instructions, the new column within the column-oriented data structure repository, wherein the column-oriented data structure repository may be accessible and may be displayed as a display feature to the user and at least a second user account. The computing devices may be devices such as mobile devices, desktops, laptops, tablets, or any other devices capable of processing data. Such computing devices may include a display such as an LED display, augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR) display.
Certain embodiments disclosed herein may include a processor configured to perform methods that may include triggering an action in response to an input. The input may be from a user action or from a change of information contained in a user’s table, in another table, across multiple tables, across multiple user devices, or from third-party applications. Triggering may be caused manually, such as through a user action, or may be caused automatically, such as through a logical rule, logical combination rule, or logical templates associated with a board. For example, a trigger may include an input of a data item that is recognized by at least one processor that brings about another action.

In some embodiments, the methods including triggering may cause an alteration of data and may also cause an alteration of display of data contained in a board or in memory. An alteration of data may include a recalculation of data, the addition of data, the subtraction of data, or a rearrangement of information. Further, triggering may also cause a communication to be sent to a user, other individuals, or groups of individuals. The communication may be a notification within the system or may be a notification outside of the system through a contact address such as by email, phone call, text message, video conferencing, or any other third-party communication application.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary computing device 100 for generating a column and/or row oriented data structure repository for data consistent with some embodiments. The computing device 100 may include processing circuitry 110, such as, for example, a central processing unit (CPU). In some embodiments, the processing circuitry 110 may include, or may be a component of, a larger processing unit implemented with one or more processors. The one or more processors may be implemented with any combination of general-purpose microprocessors, microcontrollers, digital signal processors (DSPs), field programmable gate array (FPGAs), programmable logic devices (PLDs), controllers, state machines, gated logic, discrete hardware components, dedicated hardware finite state machines, or any other suitable entities that can perform calculations or other manipulations of information. The processing circuitry such as processing circuitry 110 may be coupled via a bus 105 to a memory 120.

The memory 120 may further include a memory portion 122 that may contain instructions that when executed by the processing circuitry 110, may perform the method described in more detail herein. The memory 120 may be further used as a working scratch pad for the processing circuitry 110, a temporary storage, and others, as the case may be. The memory 120 may be a volatile memory such as, but not limited to, random access memory (RAM), or non-volatile memory (NVM), such as, but not limited to, flash memory. The processing circuitry 110 may be further connected to a network device 140, such as a network interface card, for providing connectivity between the computing device 100 and a network, such as a network 210, discussed in more detail with respect to FIG. 2 below. The processing circuitry 110 may be further coupled with a storage device 130. The storage device 130 may be used for the purpose of storing single data type column-oriented data structures, data elements associated with the data structures, or any other data structures. While illustrated in FIG. 1 as a single device, it is to be understood that storage device 130 may include multiple devices either collocated or distributed.
The processing circuitry 110 and/or the memory 120 may also include machine-readable media for storing software. "Software" as used herein refers broadly to any type of instructions, whether referred to as software, firmware, middleware, microcode, hardware description language, or otherwise. Instructions may include code (e.g., in source code format, binary code format, executable code format, or any other suitable format of code). The instructions, when executed by the one or more processors, may cause the processing system to perform the various functions described in further detail herein.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of computing architecture 200 that may be used in connection with various disclosed embodiments. The computing device 100, as described in connection with FIG. 1, may be coupled to network 210. The network 210 may enable communication between different elements that may be communicatively coupled with the computing device 100, as further described below. The network 210 may include the Internet, the world-wide-web (WWW), a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), a metro area network (MAN), and other networks capable of enabling communication between the elements of the computing architecture 200. In some disclosed embodiments, the computing device 100 may be a server deployed in a cloud computing environment.

One or more user devices 220-1 through user device 220-m, where “m” in an integer equal to or greater than 1, referred to individually as user device 220 and collectively as user devices 220, may be communicatively coupled with the computing device 100 via the network 210. A user device 220 may be for example, a smart phone, a mobile phone, a laptop, a tablet computer, a wearable computing device, a personal computer (PC), a smart television and the like. A user device 220 may be configured to send to and receive from the computing device 100 data and/or metadata associated with a variety of elements associated with single data type column-oriented data structures, such as columns, rows, cells, schemas, and the like.

One or more data repositories 230-1 through data repository 230-n, where “n” in an integer equal to or greater than 1, referred to individually as data repository 230 and collectively as data repository 230, may be communicatively coupled with the computing device 100 via the network 210, or embedded within the computing device 100. Each data repository 230 may be communicatively connected to the network 210 through one or more database management services (DBMS) 235-1 through DBMS 235-n. The data repository 230 may be for example, a storage device containing a database, a data warehouse, and the like, that may be used for storing data structures, data items, metadata, or any information, as further described below. In some embodiments, one or more of the repositories may be distributed over several physical storage devices, e.g., in a cloud-based computing environment. Any storage device may be a network accessible storage device, or a component of the computing device 100.

Aspects of this disclosure may provide a technical solution to the challenging technical problem of project management and may relate to a dynamic system for automatically recognizing and aggregating similar columns for presentation in collaborative work systems, including methods, systems, devices, and computer-readable media. For ease of discussion, some examples are described below with reference to methods, systems, devices, and/or computer-readable media, with the understanding that discussions of each apply equally to the others. For example, some aspects of methods may be
implemented by a computing device or software running thereon. Other aspects of such methods may be implemented over a network (e.g., a wired network, a wireless network, or both).

[049] A system consistent with disclosed embodiments may include at least one processor and may involve computer readable media. At least one processor may include any circuitry for performing logical operations on input data as described herein.

[050] Non-transitory computer-readable media may also be used in connection with disclosed embodiments. Non-transitory computer readable media, as described herein, may be implemented as any combination of hardware, firmware, software, or any medium capable of storing data that is readable by any computing device with a processor for performing methods or operations represented by the stored data. In a broadest sense, the examples described herein are not limited to particular physical or electronic instrumentalities, but rather may be accomplished using many differing instrumentalities.

[051] A table having horizontal and vertical rows (e.g., rows and columns) may be one example of two-dimensional tabulation. Tabulation presented in greater than two dimensions may be simulated on a two-dimensional display or may be presented holographically or through virtual glasses or other virtual displays. Altering tabulation displays, as used herein, may refer to any procedure or process of changing a visual presentation form of a display of a table in a collaborative work system. The procedures or processes for altering the tabulation displays may involve, for example, any combination of modification, addition, or removal operated on a color, a font, a typeface, a shape, a size, a column-row arrangement, or any visual effect of a visible object in the table. The visible object may include a table cell, a table border line, a table header, or any table elements, and may further include a number, a text, a symbol, a mark, a character, a date, a time, an icon, an avatar, a hyperlink, a picture, a video, an animation, or any visible item included in any table element.

[052] By way of one example, a collaborative work system may utilize workflow management software that enables members of a team to cooperate via a common online platform (e.g., a website). Aspects of this disclosure may display a table with items on a screen of a computing device. A table may be presented, for example, via a display screen associated with a computing device such as a PC, laptop, tablet, projector, cell phone, or personal wearable device. A table may also be presented virtually through AR or VR glasses. Other mechanisms of presenting may also be used to enable a user to visually comprehend presented information.

[053] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, systems, methods, devices, and non-transitory computer readable media for merging data from differing tables may be provided. At least one processor may be configured to maintain a data structure including a plurality of tables. Each table of the plurality of tables may include a plurality of rows and columns, with each of the plurality of columns having an associated column heading. Merging, as used herein, may refer to an operation to combine, unify, unite, consolidate, or solidify multiple objects into a larger object. For example, merging multiple columns may refer to combining the multiple columns into a single column. Differing tables, as used herein, may refer to different tables associated with a single user or multiple users. For example, the differing tables may be associated with at least two different users, such as a first table for presenting information related to a
first user and a second table for presenting information related to a second user. In another example, the
differing tables may be associated with a single user, each table being used for different purposes, such as
a main table for presenting higher-level information and one or more sub-tables for presenting lower-level
information. A sub-table, as used herein, refers to a table being a part of another table (e.g., a main table).

[054] A data structure in this disclosure may refer to any collection of information. For
every example, a data structure may include any collection of data values and relationships among them. The
data may be stored linearly, horizontally, hierarchically, relationally, non-relationally, uni-dimensionally,
multidimensionally, operationally, in an ordered manner, in an unordered manner, in an object-oriented
manner, in a centralized manner, in a decentralized manner, in a distributed manner, in a custom manner,
or in any manner enabling data access. By way of non-limiting examples, data structures may include an
array, an associative array, a linked list, a binary tree, a balanced tree, a heap, a stack, a queue, a set, a
hash table, a record, a tagged union, ER model, and a graph. For example, a data structure may include
an XML database, an RDBMS database, an SQL database, or NoSQL alternatives for data storage/search
such as, for example, MongoDB, Redis, Couchbase, Datastax Enterprise Graph, Elastic Search, Splunk,
Solr, Cassandra, Amazon DynamoDB, Scylla, HBase, and Neo4J. A data structure may be a component
of the disclosed system or a remote computing component (e.g., a cloud-based data structure). Data in the
data structure may be stored in contiguous or non-contiguous memory. Moreover, a data structure, as
used herein, does not require information to be co-located. It may be distributed across multiple servers,
for example, that may be owned or operated by the same or different entities. Thus, the term “data
structure” as used herein in the singular is inclusive of plural data structures.

[055] A data structure may include a table, a board, a dashboard, or a part thereof (e.g., a row, a
column, a cell, or a widget). A table as used herein includes those items described herein in connection
with the term “tablature,” and may include horizontal and vertical rows for presenting, displaying, or
enabling access to information stored therein. A table may be presented on a screen associated with a
computing device or any electronic device that displays or projects information on a surface or virtually.
An intersection of multiple rows may represent a cell. For example, the cell may be represented as an
intersection of a horizontal row (or referred to as a “horizontal column”) and a vertical row (or referred to
as a “vertical column”). A cell may contain a value, a color, a word, a graphic, a symbol, a GIF, a meme,
any combination thereof, or any other data. In some embodiments, a table may be presented in two
dimensions, three dimensions, or more. A column heading associated with a column (referred to as an
“associated column heading”) in this disclosure may refer to a text associated with a column within a
table. For example, the associated column heading may be located in a top cell of the column including
the text.

[056] Maintaining a data structure (e.g., a digital data object such as a table, a column of the
table, or a cell of the column), as used herein, may refer to any means to store or link the object. For
example, a system may store an object or the link to an object in a non-transitory computer-readable
medium. In some embodiments, maintaining a table may include storing a form of table, with vertical
and/or horizontal row headers defining information to be contained in cells of such rows. Maintaining a
table may also include storing values associated with the cells of such rows. In some embodiments, maintaining a table may include one or more of saving, storing, recording, updating, tracking, counting, editing, viewing, displaying, aggregating, combining, or otherwise retaining in a repository information for representation in a table. By way of example with reference to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the system may maintain the object by storing it in memory 120, in storage 130, in repository 230-1, or any combination thereof.

[057] FIG. 3 illustrates an example table 300 that may include multiple columns and rows, consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. In some embodiments, the table 300 may be displayed using a computing device (e.g., the computing device 100 illustrated in FIG. 1) or software running thereon. The table 300 may be associated with a project (e.g., “Project 1” in FIG. 3) and may include, in the multiple rows and columns, tasks (e.g., in rows including “Task 1,” “Task 2,” or “Task 3”) included in the project, persons (e.g., in a column 312) assigned to the tasks, details (e.g., in a column 314) of the tasks, statuses (e.g., in a column 302) of the tasks, due dates (e.g., in a column 306) of the tasks, timelines (e.g., in a column 310) of the tasks, or any information, characteristic, or associated entity of the project. A task, as used herein, may refer to a part or a portion of a project. A task may be performed by an entity (e.g., an individual or a team). In some embodiments, a task may be represented by a row of cells in a task table. In some embodiments, a task may be represented by a column of cells of a task table.

[058] Any column of the table may display cells of a single data type or of multiple data types. A “data type” of a cell in this disclosure may refer to a type, a category, or a characteristic of data to be included in the cell, such as a numeric value, a character, a symbol, a text, an alphanumeric value, a graphic element, a closed list of element, a value range, or any constraint on the format or type of cell data. A single data type column may be one where all cells are uniform in at least one data type or characteristic. In some embodiments, the first column may be at least a portion of a single data type (e.g., texts) column-oriented data structure. A single data type column-oriented data structure may be a digital data structure of a table that includes columns where all cells of the columns may be programmed to include a single category of data.

[059] In FIG. 3, the table 300 includes, among other columns, a first column 302 that has a first column heading 304 (“Status”) and a second column 306 that has a second column heading 308 (“Due Date”). For example, the first column 302 may be a status column type of table 300. Other columns with other characteristics in FIG. 3 may include a due date column type (including a second column 306), a timeline column type (including the column 310), a person column type (including the column 312), and text column types such as the columns 314 and 316.

[060] In FIG. 3, the first column 302 includes three rows, each row including one or more words indicative of a status of each task of the project. The second column 306 includes three rows, each row including a date indicative of a due date of each task of the project. In some embodiments, the computing device that implements the method may enable the user to select the second column heading in
the table or through a user interface such as a column store in a manner similar to that of enabling the user to select the first column heading in the table as described above.

[061] As illustrated in FIG. 3, the at least one processor may maintain a data structure that includes a plurality of tables (e.g., including the table 300) and other information (e.g., metadata) associated with the plurality of tables. Each table (e.g., the table 300) of the plurality of tables may include a plurality of rows (e.g., the rows of “Task 1,” “Task 2,” and “Task 3” in the table 300) and columns (e.g., columns 302, 306, 310, 312, 314, and 316 of the table 300). Each of the plurality of columns may have an associated column heading, such as a first column heading 304 associated with a first column 302 or a second column heading 308 associated with a second column 306.

[062] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, the at least one processor may be configured to receive a request to consolidate information from at least two of the plurality of tables, wherein the at least two of the plurality of tables may include similar columns with differing headings and a common data type. Receiving, as used herein, may refer to accepting, taking in, admitting, gaining, acquiring, retrieving, obtaining, reading, accessing, collecting, or any operation for acquisition. A "request" to perform an operation, as used herein, may refer to a message conforming to a protocol, an analog signal, a digital signal, a computer-readable instruction, a computer-readable command, or any kind of communication data prompting the operation. Consolidating, as used herein, may refer to an operation to combine, unify, unite, merge, or solidify multiple objects into a larger object. Unless expressly noted otherwise, the terms "consolidating" and "merging" may be considered synonymous for purposes of this disclosure. A common data type between two or more columns may refer to the same data type of which the data is included in the two or more columns. For example, the similar columns may have the same data type with different values in their cells. In another example, the similar columns may have different data types but a common value (e.g., a common keyword) in their data (e.g., in their column headings). As another example, the similar columns may have the same data type and a common value in their data.

By way of example, two columns that hold alphanumeric textual data may be considered as sharing a common data type; two columns that share status indicators may be considered as sharing a common data type; and two columns that hold calendar dates may be considered as sharing a common data type.

[063] Similar columns, as used herein, may refer to columns having a common characteristic. In some embodiments, the at least one processor may determine that at least two of the plurality of columns are similar based on shared column characteristics. For example, a shared column characteristic may include a common data type, a common heading, common data, or a similar format. In some embodiments, the shared column characteristics may include a data type contained in the at least two of the plurality of columns. For example, the data type as the shared column characteristic may be contained (e.g., stored in a database) as metadata (e.g., labels or tags) associated with the at least two of the plurality of columns.

[064] In some embodiments, the shared column characteristics may include relative column positions. A relative column position in this disclosure may refer to a position of a column with respect to a table or another column. For example, if a column is the fourth column counted from the left, the
relative column position of this column with respect to the table is four. In another example, if a first column representing first information (e.g., due dates) is located next to a second column representing second information (e.g., task statuses) in the plurality of tables, the at least one processor may determine that first columns representing the first information in at least two of the plurality of tables are similar columns, and that columns next to the first columns and representing the second information are also similar columns.

[065] FIGS. 4A to 4C illustrate example tables 400A, 400B, and 400C that include similar columns, consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. In some embodiments, the tables 400A, 400B, and 400C may be displayed using a computing device (e.g., the computing device 100 illustrated in FIG. 1) or software running thereon. The computing device 100 may send an output signal to one or more of user devices 220-1 to 220-m to enable viewing of the tables 400A, 400B, and 400C. As illustrated in FIGS. 4A to 4C, the tables 400A, 400B, and 400C are associated with three projects (i.e., “Project 1,” “Project 2,” and “Project 3”), respectively. In some embodiments, the tables 400A, 400B, and 400C may be associated with the same user (e.g., a manager of multiple projects). In some embodiments, the tables 400A, 400B, and 400C may be associated with different users (e.g., different teams of a company or different companies).

[066] The tables 400A, 400B, and 400C may have the same or different columns and may have the same or different column organization or format. In FIGS. 4A to 4C, as an example, the tables 400A, 400B, and 400C display different columns and formats. The table 400A includes only a row of “Task 2.” The table 400B includes rows of “Task 6” and “Task 8.” The table 400C includes rows of “Task 9,” “Task 13,” and “Task 25.” In FIGS. 4A to 4C, each of the tasks (rows) of the tables 400A, 400B, and 400C is different from each other, as represented by the different due dates and timelines.

[067] Column-wise, the tables 400A, 400B, and 400C display columns having the same column heading of “Due Date” (e.g., for storing task due dates using a date data type) and “Timeline” (e.g., for storing task timelines using a time range data type). The table 400A further includes a column 402 with a column heading 404 (“Person”) for storing person’s names using a text (e.g., alphabetical and symbol) data type, a column 406 with a column heading 408 (“Task Details”) for storing task details using an address (e.g., a textual string or global positioning system (“GPS”) coordinates) data type, and a column 410 with a column heading 412 (“Status”) for storing task statuses using a status data type (e.g., having freeform texts or texts selected from a predefined list such as a list of “In Progress,” “Done,” “Stuck,” and “Not Started”). The table 400B further includes a column 414 with a column heading 416 (e.g., “Team”) for storing team names using the text data type, a column 418 with a column heading 420 (e.g., “Team Addr.”) for storing the team’s addresses (e.g., if the teams are in different geographical locations) using the address data type, and a column 422 with a column heading 424 (e.g., “Progress”) for storing task statuses using the status data type. The table 400C further includes a column 426 with a column heading 428 (e.g., “Group”) for storing group names using the text data type, a column 430 with a column heading 432 (e.g., “Location”) for storing the group’s locations (e.g., if the groups are in different geographical
locations) using the address data type, and a column 434 with a column heading 436 (e.g., “Task Status”) for storing task statuses using the status data type.

[068] As illustrated in FIGS. 4A to 4C, at least two of the plurality of tables (e.g., the tables 400A, 400B, and 400C) may include similar columns with differing headings and a common data type. For example, the tables 400A and 400B may include similar columns (e.g., the columns 410 and 422) with differing headings (e.g., the column headings 412 and 424) and a common data type (e.g., the status data type). In another example, the tables 400B and 400C may include similar columns (e.g., the columns 418 and 430) with differing headings (e.g., the column headings 420 and 432) and a common data type (e.g., the address data type). As another example, the tables 400A and 400C may include similar columns (e.g., the columns 410 and 434) with differing headings (e.g., the column headings 412 and 436) and a common data type (e.g., the status data type). By way of example, the at least one processor may receive a request to consolidate information from at least two of the plurality of tables. It should be noted that the plurality of task tables (including the tables 400A, 400B, and 400C) may include more than three tables (not shown).

[069] In some embodiments, the at least one processor may identify the common data type through an identification of similar terms used in the similar columns. Similar terms in this disclosure may include data having exactly the same values or values representing the same semantic meaning (e.g., for data in a text data type). For example, the terms “working on it” and “in progress” may be considered to share the same semantic meaning. In some embodiments, to determine whether terms having different values represent the same semantic meaning, the at least one processor may apply a natural language processing technique (e.g., a support vector machine algorithm, a Bayesian network algorithm, a maximum entropy algorithm, a conditional random field algorithm, a neural network algorithm, or a deep learning algorithm) for analyzing the terms. In some embodiments, the at least one processor may identify the similar terms in column headings of the similar columns. In some embodiments, the at least one processor may identify the similar terms in non-heading cells of the similar columns.

[070] For example, with reference to FIGS. 4A to 4C, to identify the common data type, the at least one processor may compare the data in column headings for all combinations of columns of the tables 400A to 400C to identify similar terms. If the at least one processor identifies the same terms or terms having the same semantic meaning from column headings of a combination of the columns of the tables 400A to 400C, such as identifying the similar terms “Status,” “Progress,” and “Task Status” in the column headings 412, 424, and 436, respectively, the at least one processor may determine that the columns 410, 422, and 434 have the common data type.

[071] In some embodiments, the data types of columns of a table may be stored (e.g., in a database) as metadata (e.g., labels or tags) associated with the columns. To determine the common data type, the at least one processor may search and compare the metadata. If the metadata of at least two columns indicate the same data type, the at least one processor may determine that the at least two columns have the common data type.
[072] In some embodiments, to determine the common data type, the at least one processor may utilize one or more predetermined templates. The predetermined template may define a format for data. For example, a template defining that a dollar sign followed by a numerical value may represent a currency data type. A template defining that two to three two-digit numbers separated by a colon may represent a time data type. A template defining that strings of characters separated by commas conforming to a postal address format or numbers in degrees, minutes, and seconds (DMS) followed by one of the four letters “E,” “W,” “S,” and “N” may represent an address data type. To determine the common data type of multiple columns, the at least one processor may determine whether contents (e.g., values of the non-heading cells) of the multiple columns are in the one or more predetermined templates.

If so, the at least one processor may determine that the multiple columns have the common data type.

[073] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, the at least one processor may be configured to perform an analysis of data in the similar columns to determine that the data in the similar columns share a common characteristic. A common characteristic of the similar columns in this disclosure may include a characteristic of contents of the similar columns, a characteristic of data types of the similar columns, or a characteristic in both contents and data types of the similar columns. For example, a common characteristic of the contents of the similar columns may include a common value (e.g., a keyword or a numeric value) in the column headings or non-heading cells of the similar columns. As another example, a characteristic of the data types of the similar columns may include a common data type (e.g., a text data type, an address data type, or a status data type) of the similar columns. In another example, a characteristic in both contents and data types of the similar columns may include a common value in the column headings of the similar columns and a common data type of the similar columns. The processor may perform the analysis of data in the similar columns to determine a shared common characteristic in any other manner such as determining that the similar columns contain at least one shared common characteristic or a plurality of common characteristics. In other embodiments, performing an analysis may include determining a score for at least one shared common characteristic and determining that columns are similar when the score exceeds a particular threshold.

[074] By way of example, with reference to FIGS. 4A and 4C, the columns 410 and 434 may be the similar columns. The at least one processor may perform an analysis of the data in the columns 410 and 434 to determine that the data in the columns 410 and 434 share a common characteristic. The common characteristic may be a common value in the column headings (e.g., the common keyword “Status”). The common characteristic may be a common data type (e.g., the status data type) of the columns 410 and 434. The common characteristic may be a combination of the common value in the column headings (e.g., the common keyword “Status”) and the common data type (e.g., the status data type) of the columns 410 and 434.

[075] In another example, with reference to FIGS. 4B and 4C, the columns 418 and 430 may be the similar columns. The at least one processor may perform an analysis of the data in the columns 418 and 430 to determine that the data in the columns 418 and 430 share a common characteristic. The
common characteristic may be a common data type (e.g., the address data type) of the columns 418 and 430.

[076] In some embodiments, to determine the common characteristic, the at least one processor may implement operations in various manners. For example, with reference to FIGS. 4A and 4C, to determine the common characteristic of the contents, the at least one processor may compare the data in corresponding cells (e.g., column headings) of columns of at least two (e.g., the tables 400A and 400C) of the plurality of tables to determine whether a common value exist between at least two columns from the tables being compared. If so, the at least one processor may determine that similar columns exists between the at least two of the plurality of tables, and the similar columns share a common characteristic. For example, with reference to FIGS. 4A and 4C, the at least one processor may determine that a common value (e.g., the common keyword “Status”) exist between two columns (e.g., the columns 410 and 434) from the tables being compared (e.g., the tables 400A and 400C).

[077] As another example, with reference to FIGS. 4B and 4C, to determine the common characteristic of the data types, the at least one processor may compare the data types in corresponding cells (e.g., non-heading cells) of columns of at least two (e.g., the tables 400B and 400C) of the plurality of tables and determine whether the common data type exists between at least two columns from the tables being compared. If so, the at least one processor may determine that similar columns exists between the at least two of the plurality of tables, and the similar columns share a common characteristic. For example, with reference to FIGS. 4B and 4C, the at least one processor may determine that a common data type (e.g., the address data type) exists between two columns (e.g., the columns 418 and 430) from the tables being compared (e.g., the tables 400B and 400C).

[078] In some embodiments, to determine the common characteristic, the at least one processor may perform a conditional analysis. In an example, the at least one processor may determine whether the data in the similar columns share a common characteristic of data types (e.g., by searching and comparing the metadata associated with the similar columns or by utilizing one or more predetermined templates). If so, the at least one processor may determine that the common characteristic exists between the similar columns. Otherwise, the at least one processor may further determine whether the data in the similar columns share a common characteristic of contents. If so, the at least one processor may determine that the common characteristic exists between the similar columns. Otherwise, the at least one processor may generate options to be presented for a user to review and select which column to be used as the similar columns. It should be noted that operations of such a conditional analysis can be arranged in any order and is not limited to the examples as provided herein. For example, in some embodiments, the at least one processor may determine whether the data in the similar columns share a common characteristic of contents first, and if not, then determine whether the data in the similar columns share a common characteristic of data types.

[079] In some embodiments, the common characteristic can be a location (e.g., a geographical location or a virtual location) in a common pre-stored library of related terms. A geographical location can be represented in various forms, such as a postal address, a city name, or a GPS coordinate. A virtual
location be represented in various forms as well, such as a link to a website domain, a storage (e.g., repository for storing files), or any other manner of indicating or linking to any virtual location. A common pre-stored library in this disclosure may include pre-stored data aggregation (e.g., a database) that can be accessed by multiple devices (e.g., including the device having the at least one processor).

The common pre-stored library of related terms, as used herein, may refer to a common pre-stored library that stores multiple manners, forms, or ways to represent the same location. For example, the common pre-stored library of related terms may be a database. Each entry of such a database may represent a location, and the entry may include multiple records (e.g., a postal address, a city name, or a GPS coordinate) for representing the location.

[080] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, the at least one processor may be configured to aggregate information from the similar columns. Aggregating, as used herein, may refer to collecting, clustering, gathering, summing, amounting, compiling, accumulating, or any operation to form a collection, a mass, a whole, or a single body of objects from multiple objects. In some embodiments, the at least one processor may enable association of at least two of the plurality of columns having dissimilar headings. The headings may be dissimilar when the content of the headings are not identical in content (e.g., the words themselves are different) or format (e.g., language, font, shading, color, static vs. dynamic, and so on). For example, the content may be different when the text or meaning may be dissimilar (e.g., “Person” vs. “Status”). Another example of dissimilarity may include when the text or meaning are related but the text of the headings are different (e.g., “Deadline” vs. “Date”). In another example, while the meaning of the headings may be similar, one of the headings may be in English while the other of the headings may be in a different language such as in French (e.g., a different format).

[081] By way of example, with reference to FIGS. 4A to 4C, the column headings 412, 424, and 436 (i.e., “Status,” “Progress,” and “Task Status,” respectively) are dissimilar for the columns 410, 422, and 434. The at least one processor may enable association of the columns 410, 422, and 434 because the columns 412, 424, and 436 include similar terms.

[082] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, the at least one processor may be configured to output the aggregation of information in a manner associating information from the similar columns. The manner associating information from the similar columns may include a new table (or a new board) separated from the plurality of tables, a sub-table in at least one of the plurality of tables, a dashboard for showing the aggregation of information, or any other manner of presentation, storage and/or display associating the information from similar columns. In another example, the manner of associating information from the similar columns may involve treating the information contained in the similar columns as a having unified identity such that the data in the similar columns are summarized, aggregated, or reported in a single identity. For example, similar columns may include a “Status” column and a “Progress” column for tasks contained in two tables. In generating a unified report across the two tables, the data in the “Status” column and the “Progress” column may be unified to report a single summary for the “Status” or “Progress” of all items contained in the two tables.
FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a presentation of information aggregated from similar columns of multiple tables, consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. The presentation in FIG. 5 includes a user interface 500 (e.g., a GUI). For example, the user interface 500 may include a webpage displayed on a screen of a device (e.g., a desktop computer or a mobile phone). The user interface 500 includes a dashboard (or a “widget”) 502. For example, the dashboard 502 in FIG. 5 is a bar chart. The X-axis of the dashboard 502 may represent the task status information aggregated from the similar columns of the at least two of the plurality of tables (e.g., tables 400A, 400B, and 400C), and the Y-axis of the dashboard 502 may represent the estimated total days (e.g., a sum of the remaining days of the timeline starting from the current day of all the tasks) to complete the tasks. For example, the X-axis of the dashboard 502 includes two bars, labeled as “Stuck” and “In Progress,” respectively, which may aggregate all the task statuses in the columns 410, 422, and 434 of FIGS. 4A to 4C. The estimated days to complete with statuses of “Stuck” of all tasks in the tables 400A, 400B, and 400C are summed or aggregated in the bar “Status” in the dashboard 502. The estimated days to complete with statuses of “In Progress” of all tasks in the tables 400A, 400B, and 400C are summed or aggregated in the bar “In Progress” in the dashboard 502.

As can be seen from the description in association with FIGS. 4A to 5, in response to receiving a request to consolidate information from at least two of the plurality of tables, the at least one processor may perform the analysis of the data in the similar columns of the at least two of the plurality of tables to determine that the data in the similar columns share a common characteristic. By aggregating and outputting the information of the similar column, a reviewer (e.g., a project manager) of the aggregated information may review a high-level summary of the information (e.g., the statuses) common to the tasks included in the plurality of tables without manual intervention (e.g., manual selection which tables to be analyzed or manual selection of which columns of the tables to be aggregated).

Consistent with disclosed embodiments, the at least one processor may further enable association of at least two of the plurality of columns containing data having dissimilar characteristics. For example, the plurality of columns may include a first table and a second table, in which the first table includes a first column of estimated time to complete tasks expressed in days, and the second table includes a second column of estimated time to complete tasks expressed in hours. The estimated time to complete tasks expressed in days and the estimated time to complete tasks expressed in hours are dissimilar characteristics. In some embodiments, if the data types of the first and second columns are defined in a predetermined template (e.g., allowing estimated time to complete tasks to be expressed in any unit of time, such as months, weeks, days, hours, minutes, or seconds), the at least one processor may enable association of the first and second columns despite they include dissimilar characteristics. In some embodiments, if the column headings of the first and second columns are the same or having the same semantic meaning, the at least one processor may enable association of the first and second columns even though they include dissimilar characteristics. For example, a first column may include timeline data while a second column may include due date data. While both the first and second columns may share a common heading “Progress,” the first and second columns include dissimilar characteristics. Despite the
differing column characteristics, the system may be able to associate the first and second columns in any manner, such as associating the last date of the timeline data in the first column as a due date to aggregate and combine the first and second column data.

[086] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, the at least one processor may enable disassociation of at least two of the plurality of columns sharing common characteristics. For example, the at least one processor may receive a first request to consolidate information from a first set (e.g., at least two) of the plurality of tables, and enable association of similar columns of the first set of the plurality of tables. After that, the at least one processor may receive a second request to consolidate information from a second set (e.g., at least two) of the plurality of tables. Before enabling association of similar columns of the second set of the plurality of tables, the at least one processor may enable dissociation of the similar columns of the first set of the plurality of tables.

[087] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, the at least one processor may cause a presentation of default options for merging column data. The presentation of an object, as used herein, may refer to a visual or graphical rendering of the object on a screen of a device. In some embodiments, a first table of the plurality of tables may include multiple columns (e.g., multiple status columns or location columns) that are similar to a column in a second table of the plurality of tables. In such cases, the at least one processor may cause a presentation of default options for merging column data. For example, the default options may include a menu for selecting which column to be used as the similar columns.

[088] FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a user interface 600 including options for merging column data, consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. The user interface 600 may be associated with the user interface 500 in FIG. 5. In some embodiments, the user interface 600 may be displayed using a computing device (e.g., the computing device 100 illustrated in FIG. 1) or software running thereon.

[089] As illustrated in FIG. 6, the user interface 600 displays the same depiction of the dashboard 502 of FIG. 5, on its top-left portion. The user interface 600 also displays a user interface element 602 associated with the dashboard 500 on its right portion, including a panel for configuring which status columns to be treated as the similar columns for merging column data in the dashboard 502. For example, the user interface 602 (e.g., a floating panel, a popup window, a drop-down menu, or a new webpage) may be activated to be displayed after a user right clicking the dashboard 502 and select an item in a pop-up menu in response to the right click.

[090] As illustrated in FIG. 6, the user interface element 602 may display the default options for merging data. For example, the user interface element 602 displays default options for selecting column data types (e.g., a status data type, an address data type, or a text data type). The user interface element 602 may also display default options for selecting columns having the selected column data type from tables with similar columns identified. For example, the identified similar columns may be the columns 410, 422, and 434 of the tables 400A, 400B, and 400C in FIGS. 4A to 4C, respectively. By providing the default options for selecting column data types and columns having the selected column
data types, the at least one processor may provide flexibility for a user to adjust and update the aggregated information. For example, if the table 400C includes two columns showing task statuses (not shown in FIG. 4C), the user may use the user interface element 602 for selecting which column for merging data in the dashboard 502.

[091] FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of an example process 700 for merging data, consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. While the block diagram may be described below in connection with certain implementation embodiments presented in other figures, those implementations are provided for illustrative purposes only, and are not intended to serve as a limitation on the block diagram. In some embodiments, the process 700 may be performed by at least one processor (e.g., the processing circuitry 110 in FIG. 1) of a computing device (e.g., the computing device 100 in FIGS. 1-2) to perform operations or functions described herein, and may be described hereinafter with reference to FIGS. 4A to 6 by way of example. In some embodiments, some aspects of the process 700 may be implemented as software (e.g., program codes or instructions) that are stored in a memory (e.g., the memory portion 122 in FIG. 1) or a non-transitory computer-readable medium. In some embodiments, some aspects of the process 700 may be implemented as hardware (e.g., a specific-purpose circuit). In some embodiments, the process 700 may be implemented as a combination of software and hardware.

[092] FIG. 7 includes process blocks 702 to 710. At block 702, at least one processor may maintain a data structure including a plurality of tables. Each table of the plurality of tables may include a plurality of rows and columns, with each of the plurality of columns having an associated column heading.

[093] At block 704, the at least one processor may receive a request to consolidate information from at least two of the plurality of tables. The at least two of the plurality of tables may include similar columns with differing headings and a common data type. In some embodiments, the at least one processor may identify the common data type through an identification of similar terms used in the similar columns.

[094] In some embodiments, the at least one processor may determine that at least two of the plurality of columns are similar based on shared column characteristics. For example, the shared column characteristics may include relative column positions. In another example, the shared column characteristics may include a data type contained in the at least two of the plurality of columns.

[095] At block 706, the at least one processor may perform an analysis of data in the similar columns to determine that the data in the similar columns share a common characteristic. In some embodiments, the common characteristic may be a location in a common pre-stored library of related terms.

[096] At block 708, the at least one processor may aggregate information from the similar columns. In some embodiments, the at least one processor may enable association of at least two of the plurality of columns having dissimilar headings.

[097] At block 710, the at least one processor may output the aggregation of information in a manner associating information from the similar columns.
Consistent with disclosed embodiments, the at least one processor may further enable
association of at least two of the plurality of columns containing data having dissimilar characteristics. In
addition, the at least one processor may further enable disassociation of at least two of the plurality of
columns sharing common characteristics and may additionally cause a presentation of default options for
merging column data.

Aspects of this disclosure may provide a technical solution to challenges associated with
collaborative work systems. Disclosed embodiments include methods, systems, devices, and computer-
readable media. For ease of discussion, example hybrid systems for scaling tables having differing
column types are described below with the understanding that aspects of the example systems apply
equally to methods, devices, and computer-readable media. For example, some aspects of such systems
may be implemented by a computing device or software running thereon. The computing device may
include at least one processor (e.g., a CPU, GPU, DSP, FPGA, ASIC, or any circuitry for performing
logical operations on input data) to perform the example systems, as described above. Other aspects of
such systems may be implemented over a network (e.g., a wired network, a wireless network, or both).

"At least one processor" or a "processor" as used herein may constitute any physical
device or group of devices having electric circuitry that performs a logic operation on an input or inputs.
For example, the at least one processor may include one or more integrated circuits (IC), including
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), microchips, microcontrollers, microprocessors, all or part
of a central processing unit (CPU), graphics processing unit (GPU), digital signal processor (DSP), field-
programmable gate array (FPGA), server, virtual server, or other circuits suitable for executing
instructions or performing logic operations. The instructions executed by at least one processor may, for
example, be pre-loaded into a memory integrated with or embedded into the controller or may be stored
in a separate memory. The memory may include a Random Access Memory (RAM), a Read-Only
Memory (ROM), a hard disk, an optical disk, a magnetic medium, a flash memory, other permanent,
fixed, or volatile memory, or any other mechanism capable of storing instructions. In some embodiments,
the at least one processor may include more than one processor. Each processor may have a similar
construction or the processors may be of differing constructions that are electrically connected or
disconnected from each other. For example, the processors may be separate circuits or integrated in a
single circuit. When more than one processor is used, the processors may be configured to operate
independently or collaboratively, and may be co-located or located remotely from each other. The
processors may be coupled electrically, magnetically, optically, acoustically, mechanically or by other
means that permit them to interact.

Disclosed embodiments may include and/or access a data structure. A data structure
consistent with the present disclosure may include any collection of data values and relationships among
them. The data may be stored linearly, horizontally, hierarchically, relationally, non-relationally, uni-
dimensionally, multidimensionally, operationally, in an ordered manner, in an unordered manner, in an
object-oriented manner, in a centralized manner, in a decentralized manner, in a distributed manner, in a
custom manner, or in any manner enabling data access. By way of non-limiting examples, data structures
may include an array, an associative array, a linked list, a binary tree, a balanced tree, a heap, a stack, a queue, a set, a hash table, a record, a tagged union, ER model, and a graph. For example, a data structure may include an XML database, an RDBMS database, an SQL database, or NoSQL alternatives for data storage/search such as, for example, MongoDB, Redis, Couchbase, Datastax Enterprise Graph, Elastic Search, Splunk, Solr, Cassandra, Amazon DynamoDB, Scylla, HBase, and Neo4J. A data structure may be a component of the disclosed system or a remote computing component (e.g., a cloud-based data structure). Data in the data structure may be stored in contiguous or non-contiguous memory. Moreover, a data structure, as used herein, does not require information to be co-located. It may be distributed across multiple servers, for example, that may be owned or operated by the same or different entities. Thus, the term “data structure” as used herein in the singular is inclusive of plural data structures.

[102] As another example, some aspects of such systems may be implemented as operations or program codes in a non-transitory computer-readable medium. The operations or program codes may be executed by at least one processor. Non-transitory computer readable mediums, as described herein, may be implemented as any combination of hardware, firmware, software, or any medium capable of storing data that is readable by any computing device with a processor for performing methods or operations represented by the stored data. In a broadest sense, the example systems are not limited to particular physical or electronic instrumentalities, but rather may be accomplished using many differing instrumentalities.

[103] Some disclosed embodiments may relate to a hybrid system for scaling tables having differing column types having at least one processor (e.g., a CPU, GPU, DSP, FPGA, ASIC, or any circuitry for performing logical operations on input data) in collaborative work systems, including methods, devices, and computer-readable media. A hybrid system, as used herein, is a system that may exhibit both continuous and discrete modes for scaling, as described in further detail below. The hybrid system is not limited only to exhibiting only hybrid modes of scaling, but may include just continuous or discrete modes of scaling. The hybrid system for scaling may be enabled, adjusted, altered, modified, adapted, or changed manually or automatically between the continuous and/or discrete modes according to users’ preferences. Moreover, in another embodiment, the hybrid system may toggle or switch from the continuous mode to the discrete mode, or vice versa. A continuous mode for scaling may refer to smoothly transitioning between differing and/or similar ranges within a scale. A range in a scale, as referred herein, may include but not limited to one or more values that may be represented as numbers, letters of the alphabets, alpha-numeric values, syntax, or mathematical expressions, or any other representation thereof. In another embodiment, the continuous mode of scaling may refer to smoothly transitioning between the range in a scale that may be in consecutive and/or non-consecutive orders. In yet another embodiment, the continuous mode of scaling may refer to smoothly transitioning within the range in a scale that may be arranged in sequences that linearly and/or non-linearly skip over a single unit, multiple units, exponential units, or one or more factors in consecutive and/or non-consecutive orders. The continuous mode of scaling may occur at one or more different rates of change in scaling for the same or different representations. A discrete mode of scaling may refer to jumping, snapping, toggling,
or suddenly stopping at one or more ranges that may be in consecutive and/or non-consecutive orders. In another embodiment, the discrete mode of scaling may refer to jumping, snapping, toggling, or suddenly stopping at one or more ranges that may be arranged in sequences that linearly and/or non-linearly skip over single unit, multiple units, exponential units, or one or more factors in a consecutive and/or non-consecutive orders. In yet another embodiment, the discrete mode of scaling may occur at one or more different rates of change in scaling for the same or different representations.

[104] Scaling or scale may refer, as used herein, to one or more linear and/or non-linear geometric transformations that may, separately and/or simultaneously, enlarge and/or diminish one or more images or views of, including but not limited to, one or more cells, rows, columns, icons, tables, boards, dashboards, internet links, folders, timelines, views, schedules, tasks, descriptions, calendars, widgets, or any other data structure or combination thereof. Scaling may occur at different or similar rates of change of one or more images together or separately. Scaling may also include swapping one or more images for one or more cells, rows, columns, icons, tables, boards, dashboards, internet links, folders, timelines, views, schedules, tasks, descriptions, calendars, widgets, or any other data structure of combination thereof, and vice versa. Scaling of a table may be implemented in response to any interaction such as with a gesture (e.g., by hand, a swipe, a tap), any signal from an interface (e.g., a cursor hover, cursor selection, keyboard selection, a touchscreen), or any other interaction with the system or combination thereof. Furthermore, scaling of a table may be implemented by a combination of the preceding options mentioned above.

[105] A table may be synonymous to a board, as described above. A table may include a structure of rows and columns consisting of cells at the intersections of rows and columns, as disclosed herein. Cells may include a box or other space reserved to display information or the absence of information within the table as delineated by the intersection of a horizontal row and a vertical row. A table may refer to one or more tables that may be in the form of a two-dimensional, three-dimensional, and/or multiple dimensional tables. Tables presented in greater than two dimensions may be simulated on a two-dimensional display or may be presented holographically or through virtual glasses or other virtual displays, as described herein. Column types may refer to characteristics associated with one or more columns in one or more tables. A column in a table may display one or more cells in a vertical or horizontal arrangement. Cells in one or more columns may share the same or different characteristics where each cell may share the same or different information in size, color, format, constraints on the format, values, objects, images, views, orientations, or displays. Similarly, columns in one or more table may share the same or different characteristics where each column may share the same or different information in size, color, format, constraints on the format, values, objects, images, views, orientations, or displays. A column type may include one or multiple characteristics. For example, a column type may be associated with a status, person, list of text or numbers, time, timeline, date, icon of checkbox, file location, hyperlink, metadata, address, contact information, a mirrored column (e.g., duplicated information or linked to other sources of information), or any other data type that may be contained in a
column. Moreover, a column type may be any combination of one or more previously listed characteristics mentioned above, or any other appropriate characteristics thereof.

[106] FIG. 8 illustrates exemplary views of hybrid scaling for tables having differing column types, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure. FIG. 8 includes zoomed in view 800 displaying zoomed in table 804 to zoomed out table 806 and zoomed out view 802 displaying zoomed out table 808 to table 810. Zoomed in table 804 in zoomed in view 800 may be associated with zoomed out table 808 in zoomed out view 802. Zoomed in table 806 in zoomed in view 800 may also be associated with zoomed out table 810 in zoomed out view 802. Exemplary zoomed in table 804 and zoomed out table 806 may contain one or more columns and may include a different number of columns from each other. Each table from zoomed in view 800 and zoomed out view 802 may contain one or more columns having the same or different column types. For example, event column 812 may purely scale in size from zoomed in view 800 to zoomed out view 802 (i.e., event column 820, while status column 814 may change in rendering (e.g., changing what information is displayed) from zoom in view 800 to zoomed out view 802 (i.e., status column 822).

[107] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, at least one processor of the system may carry out operations that may involve maintaining a zoomable table having a plurality of columns, at least some of which display differently depending on zoom level. Maintaining a table or an object (e.g., digital data objects and/or tables, collectively referred to below as an “object”), as used herein, may refer to any means for the system to store the object or a link to the object. For example, the system may store the object or the link to the object in a non-transitory computer-readable medium or any other memory capable of storing information related to the object.

[108] Zoomable tables having a plurality of columns may refer herein to tables capable of being presented on any graphical user interface (e.g., a display screen and/or holographic display) enabled to be interacted with to adjust the scaling of the display of the table to view modified, enlarged, or diminished presentations of information contained within the tables. Zooming a display of a table may allow panning in two or more dimensions to zoom (enlarge and/or diminish) into and/or away from objects of interest. For example, for zooming a display of a table containing text information (e.g., an email message containing text), the text information may be represented as a small dot (e.g., fully zoomed out), then a thumbnail of the text information (e.g., slightly zoomed in), then a full-sized page of the text information, and finally a magnified view of the text information (e.g., fully enlarged and zoomed in on certain parts of the text information), or vice versa. As used herein, “zoomable” may be synonymous to scaling, as previously discussed above.

[109] In some embodiments, tables may include a plurality of columns, at least some of which display differently depending on zoom level. Columns displaying differently depending on zoom level may refer herein to different columns having different characteristics being presented differently based on a level of enlarging or diminishing the information in each of the columns. For example, a difference in display may include purely changing the size of the information displayed in a column. In other embodiments, the difference in display may include rendering the information in a column completely
differently when that column reaches a certain level of enlarging or diminishing in a display. Zoom level may refer herein to an indication of degree of scaling of information contained in any data structure (e.g., a table), as described above. In one embodiment, a zoom level may be indicated by a percentage (e.g., 100% zoom, 110% zoom, 50% zoom), a range (e.g., 90-100%, 110-115%), a discrete value (e.g., level 1, level 2, level 3), or a combination thereof. Zoom level may refer to one value or multiple ranges in a scaling range. For example, a scaling range may contain one or more zoom levels; thus, a zoom range (e.g., scaling range) may contain one or more zoom levels.

By way of example, the system may maintain an object (e.g., a zoomable table) by storing it in the memory 120 in FIG. 1, the storage 130 in FIG. 1, or both. FIG. 9 illustrates example views of a zoomable table having a plurality of columns, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure. FIG. 9 may include a zoomed out view 900 and zoomed in view 902. Zoomed out view may include a zoomable table having a plurality of columns such as column 904 to column 930, which may be associated with zoomed in view’s plurality of columns. For example, the table in zoomed out view 900 may contain a plurality of columns that may be visible at a first zoom level, but, as a result of scaling to a second zoom level in zoomed in view of 902, fewer columns may be visible. For example, zoomed in view may contain a plurality of status column 916, but the same plurality of status column may not be visible in the zoomed in view. In addition, some of the columns in the zoomed in view may change in size when scaled from one zoom level to another in zoomed out view. For example, the text column 904 in zoomed out view may have a smaller column width; however, the same text column 932 in zoomed out view may have a larger width. Similarly, text column 904 may display fewer texts in the zoomed in view, but the same text column 932 may display more text in zoomed out view.

Consistent with disclosed embodiments, at least one processor of the system may carry out operations that may involve storing for a first column, a first column template associated with a first zoom range, wherein the first column template is configured to display information in a first format configured to scale within the first zoom range. Storing an object (e.g., a digital data object) may refer to any means for the system to persistently save and manage the object or provide a link to the object. For example, the system may store the object or the link to the object in a non-transitory computer-readable medium. By way of example, the system may maintain the object by storing it in a memory of a local device or in a remote repository or storage. A first column, as used herein, may refer to one or more columns in one or more tables, as described above. The first column may also refer to the position or order of one or more columns in one or more tables. A first column template, as used herein, may refer to one or more layouts, styles, characteristics, boilerplates, formats, patterns, overlays, and/or column types for applying and/or displaying the first column, as previously discussed. The first column template may be included for particular zoom levels or ranges and may be provided with a specific rate of scaling. In some embodiments, the first column template may include one or more column types, zoom levels, zoom ranges, or any combination thereof. The first column template may be associated with the first zoom range in the first column of a zoomable table. The first column template may be edited or changed to result in a change in display of the first columns. “Associated with a first zoom range” as used herein
may refer to a linkage and/or to processes or procedures of establishing a relationship, link, or connection to one or more zoom levels, as described above, in a zoom range. The zoom range may include a range, as described above, within a scale of consecutive and non-consecutive order of numeric, alphabetic, and/or a combination thereof. In yet another non-limiting example, a zoom range may be associated with a range from 0–50, A–Q, A0–A50; A–Q50, or any combination thereof. Configuring or configure the first column template, as used herein, may refer to a process or procedure to set up the object for operating or displaying in a particular way. Displaying information, as used herein, may include presenting any data or rendering any data virtually through a device with a screen, a projector, augmented reality (AR) or virtual reality (VR) glasses, or through a holographic display. Information may include any data or characterizations of data. Information may reflect representative characteristics or features of values in one or more columns of one or more tables and in at least some detail. A first format, as used herein, may include a manner of display. For example, the first format may refer to an arrangement, typesetting of elements, size standards, standard characteristics, and/or structure of information within at least one cell, at least one column, or a combination thereof. The first format may include one or more of graphical or alphanumeric presentations. In some embodiments, the first column template may display information inside the cells of a first column according to a first format where the first format may remain the same or change within zoom levels in a first zoom range.

[112] The at least one processor of the system may also carry out operations that may include storing for the first column, a second column template associated with a second zoom range different from the first zoom range, wherein the second column template is configured to display information in a second format different from the first format, and wherein the second column template is configured to scale within the second zoom range. A second column template, similar to the first column template, may refer to one or more layouts, styles, characteristics, boilerplates, formats, patterns, overlays, and/or column types for applying and/or displaying the second column. It may differ from the template of the first column template, as described above. The second column template may also include zoom levels, ranges, multiple rates of scaling, and/or zoom ranges, as discussed above. The second column template may also be edited or changed to display the one or more first columns differently from the original first column template. In other exemplary embodiments, the second column template may be the same or different from the first column template.

[113] By way of example, FIG. 8 illustrates example status column 814 in zoomed in view 800 and the same status column 822 in zoomed out view 802. In the zoomed in view, the status column 814 may display a plurality of large colored and textured boxes containing texts; however, in the zoomed out view, the same status column 822 may only display a plurality of small boxes with no text. The first format of status column 814 in zoomed in view may be the color, texture, and font of the text of the boxes. The first zoom range may be one or more zoom levels establishing the sizes of the boxes and texts. Similarly, the second format of status column 822 in zoomed out view may only be the color and texture of the boxes, and the second zoom range may establish the sizes of the boxes. As status column 814 in zoomed in view may be scaled to the same status column 822 in zoomed out view, the display of
information transitions from the first format to the second format and from a first zoom range to a second zoom range. For example, a first format template of status column 814 may be configured to maintain the same first format and increase or decrease the sizes of the boxes between zoom levels 50 and 100 in the first zoom range. However, zoomed out view of the same status column 822 may switch to the second column template configured to display the second format between zoom levels 49 to 1. The second zoom range may have a plurality of sizes for the box that may be different from the first zoom range.

[114] In some embodiments, the first format may include a display of words in a column and the second format may substitute graphical indicators for the words. Display of words in a column may include a rendering of a string of one or more letters of the alphabet in any language, numbers, mathematical expressions, symbols, a syntax, equations, or any combination thereof. The display of words may include phrases, clauses, sentences, or any combination thereof. Furthermore, in some embodiments, the display of words may include images or icons forming one or more letters of the alphabet, numbers, mathematical expressions, equations, phrases, clauses, and/or sentences, or any combination thereof. The display of words may be in one or more cells in a column of a zoomable table.

“Substitute” may refer to scaling, transforming, swapping, reinterpreting, fading, transitioning, replacing, switching, changing, trading, or a combination thereof. Substituting may occur manually or automatically, according to a default or a user preference. Graphical indicators may refer a rendering of one more visual representations of information that may or may not include alphanumeric. For example, graphical indicators may include representations of images, colors, icons, symbols, shadings, textures, or any other representation that may be displayed, or a combination thereof. Graphical indicators may be displayed graphically or dynamically. Some cells of the zoomable table may include static displays of information while other cells of the zoomable table may include dynamic or animated displays of information. Graphical indicators may be selected from a default pick list or may be customized and uploaded for later application.

[115] By way of example, FIG. 8 illustrates an example of how at least one processor displays a first column 814 in a first format in zoomable table 804 of zoomed in view 800. The first format of column 814 may include the display of words in a cell that may include graphics to indicate information (e.g., status information such as “Working on it” in cell 832). In response to an interaction that may activate a scaling of the zoomable table 804, the at least one processor may substitute the first format in the first column 814 with a second format as illustrated by the same first column 822 of zoomable table 808 in zoomed out view 802. In response to a specific zoom level, the system may substitute and re-render the status column 814, which originally included a display of words, with a new rendering in a second format that removes the words for a purely graphical display, such as the display of cell 834. The second format illustrated in column 822 may include a graphical indicator, such as a smaller colored box, that may represent the same information as cell 832.

[116] In another exemplary embodiment, FIG. 9 illustrates a particular column type displaying words in the second format in the form of one or more weblinks in the first column 938 of zoomed in view 902. The second format of the first column 938 may be substituted for a first format of the same
first column 910 in zoomed out view 900 where the display of words may be substituted for a graphical indicator, such as a symbol and/or icon having the same or equivalent meaning to the user that the graphical indicator may refer to one or more web links. In another example, the second format may display a first column 944 with alphanumerics (e.g., a telephone number) in zoomed in view 902 that may be substituted for a graphical indicator (e.g., an image or icon of a phone) in the first format of the same first column 930 in zoomed out view 900.

[117] In some embodiments, the first format may include a display of a first volume of information and the second format may include a display of a second volume of information different from the first volume of information. A volume of information may refer, as used herein, to a quantity, size, area, space, substance, shape, proportion, occupancy of information, as described above, in a two or more dimensions. For example, a display of a volume may include a depiction of a two or three dimensional container with varying levels of solids or liquids. In another embodiment, a display of a cell may be one size in a first format, which may be displayed in a second format in the form of a second size. In another example, a display of volume may be represented by a depiction of an increased count of an indication, such as a tally, a static object, a dynamic object, or any other depiction of a count. In yet another example embodiment, a display of volume may occur through a depiction of a gauge, such as a pie chart, a meter, a progress bar, or any other representation of a percentage of progress that may be represented by a volume.

[118] FIG. 10 illustrates an example of a first volume of information in zoomed out view 1000 displaying a plurality of small icons in a first format, but the same icons in zoomed in view 1002 may display a second volume of information in a second format that may be larger in size. In another exemplary embodiment, FIG. 9 illustrates a second format for a second volume of information displaying words in small cell sizes in first column 912 of zoom out view 900. However, the first format for the same first column 940 in zoomed in view 902 may display a first format in a first volume of information with words in larger cell sizes. The first volume of information may be the same, similar, or different from the second volume of information.

[119] In some embodiments, the first format is a timeline view and the second format is a calendar view. Timeline view may refer to a display of events in chronological and/or random order. For example, the timeline view may include one or more progress bars that may be labelled with dates (e.g., a start and end date or a date range). Furthermore, the timeline view may be displayed on a Gantt chart in any time scale (e.g., a linear and/or non-linear scale, exponential scale, and/or logarithmic scale). Moreover, the timeline view may refer to the display of one or more sequences of dates and/or time in any geometric organization (e.g., one or more chronological and/or random of events adjacent, on top, below, next to each other). A calendar view may refer to displaying periods of time (e.g., one or more days, one or more weeks, one or more months, one or more years, or any combination thereof) via a graphical representation associated with a calendar, such as a one or more-dimensional table. Furthermore, a calendar view may simply refer to a display of information based on any time increment in any format.
[120] By way of example, FIG. 11 illustrates example first format being a calendar format shown in first column 1100 which may be substituted by a second format being a timeline format of the same first column 1102 in response to scaling the first column.

[121] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, at least one processor of the system may carry out operations that may involve switching from a first column template to a second column template when the first column is scaled to an outer limit of the first zoom range. Switching may be synonymous to substituting, as described above, where the second column template may be swapped for the first column template, or vice versa, when a threshold (one or more points or zoom levels) in a scale or zoom range may be crossed. An outer limit may refer to one or more points or zoom levels that may extend and/or pass beyond a permissible and/or possible threshold. For example, the first zoom range may have zoom levels 1 to 5 where the outer limit, being the zoom level 6, may trigger switching from the first column template or format (e.g., between zoom levels 1 to 5) to the second column template and/or another column template or format (e.g., between zoom levels 6 to 10).

[122] By way of example, FIG. 12 illustrates an example zoom out view 1200 associated with a first zoom range (e.g., zoom levels ranging from 1% to 50%) and zoom in view 1202 associated with a second zoom range (e.g., zoom levels ranging from 51% to 100%). In the zoom out view, a first column template may be displayed with a zoom level 1204 of 15% for weblink column 1206 showing a plurality of weblink icons. As a result of passing a threshold defined by zoom level 50% in the first zoom range of zoom out view, zoom in view with a zoom level 1208 of 80% may display the same weblink column 1210 having switched to the second column template displaying words for weblinks. Similarly, in zoomed in view, file location column 1212 may display a plurality of file icons for a first column template, but when the threshold zoom level of 50% is passed in zoom out view due to simply scaling, the same file location column 1214 may switch to the second column template displaying words for file locations. In another exemplary embodiment, FIG. 9 illustrates switching between column templates that may simply scale the first column template of the first columns 916 in zoomed out view 900 having zoom levels of 1 to 100 for the first zoom range to second column template having the zoom level 0 for the second zoom range where the first columns 916 may not be visible in zoomed in view 902.

[123] In some embodiments, the at least one processor may be further configured to receive a request to replace the second column template with the first column template, the first column template being scalable across the first zoom range and the second zoom range. A request may refer to an electronic signal containing instructions that may be configured to trigger an alteration to data. The request may be in one or more digital, electronic, and/or photonic signals that may be received via a voice command, gesture, touch, tap, swipe, a cursor selection, cursor scrolling, or a combination thereof.

“Replace “may be synonymous with substitute, as previously discussed above. “Scalable across” may refer to an ability to scale, consistent with the previous disclosure. For example, where a column may be associated with a first column template at a first zoom range and a second column template at a second zoom range, replacement of the second column template for the first column template may create an experience of the column maintaining the first column template across the first and second zoom ranges.
As a result, the column may then purely scale (e.g., changing only in size of the information contained in the column) across the first and second zoom ranges without re-rendering a different display format.

[124] By way of example, FIG. 13 illustrates an example of zoomed out view 1300 with zoom level 1302 of 15% displaying file location column 1304 with a plurality of file icons for a first column template. As a result of simply scaling to zoom level 1306 of 80% in zoomed out view 1308, the same file location column 1310 may display words for file locations for a second column template. However, simply scaling across the first zoom range (e.g., zoom levels ranging from 1% to 50%) in zoomed out view to the second zoom range (e.g., zoom levels ranging from 51% to 100%) in zoomed in view may maintain the same first column template for weblink column 1312 displaying a plurality of small icons to the same weblink column 1314 displaying larger icons as a result of requesting the first column template 1316. In other words, in the example of FIG. 13, when scaled from zoomed out view 1300 to zoomed in view 1308, the graphic in column 1312 simply scales up in size, but the file location column completely changes format from a file icon in column 1304 to a file location in column 1310.

[125] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, at least one processor of the system may carry out operations that may involve storing for a second column, a third column template configured to scale across the first zoom range and the second zoom range. A second column, as used herein, may refer to any column different from a first column, as described above. A third column template, as used herein, may refer to a different template from the first and second column templates as previously discussed. The third column template may also include zoom levels, ranges, rates of scaling, scalings, and/or zoom ranges, as described above. For example, the third column template may be configured to purely scale across a first zoom range (e.g., 0-50%) and a second zoom range (e.g., 51-100%) such that the second column will maintain the same display format and change only in size across a full zoom range (e.g., 1-100%).

[126] FIG. 8 illustrates an example of received date column 816 of table 804, which may be the second column, having a third column template that may scale across a first zoom range and second zoom range such that the same received date column 824 in table 808 may maintain the same format at any zoom level.

[127] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, at least one processor of the system may carry out operations that may involve enabling simultaneous zooming of the first column and the second column such that during simultaneous scaling from the first zoom range to the second zoom range, the display format of the first column changes and the display format of the second column remains unchanged. Enabling, as used herein, may refer to the capacity of the at least one processor to respond or react to events and/or conditions such as a request, as described above, to execute hybrid scaling of zoomable tables having differing column types. Furthermore, enabling may refer to the capacity of the at least one processor to not respond or react to events and/or conditions such as a request to execute hybrid scaling of zoomable tables having differing column types. Simultaneous zooming may refer, as used herein, to the technique of scaling multiple columns (e.g., first column, second column, and/or other column) contained in a table at the same time. Simultaneous scaling may refer, as used herein, to the
technique of changing the dimensions of the multiple columns contained in the table at the same time at the same zoom level. Simultaneous scaling may result in different columns scaling at different rates depending on the column template format. For example, a first column may be configured to switch from a first format in a first zoom range (e.g., 1-50%) to a second format in a second zoom range (e.g., 51-100%) while a second column may be configured to maintain a single format (e.g., a third format) that remains unchanged across the entire zoom range (e.g., 1-100%). A format remaining unchanged refers to maintaining the same visual display of the information regardless of the zoom level in a full zoom range.

[128] FIG. 9 illustrates an example of a first column 926 in zoomed out view 900 which may display a first format consisting of a plurality of checkmark icons in the first zoom range (e.g., zoom levels ranging from 1% to 25%), but as a result of scaling to the second zoom range (e.g., zoom levels ranging from 26% to 100%), the same first column 926 may not be visible as a second format in zoomed in view 902. However, while the first column 926 may scale across its zoom ranges in the zoomed out view to the zoomed in view, a second column 908 may simultaneously scale across the first zoom range and second zoom range by displaying the same second column 942 remaining unchanged in its format.

[129] In some embodiments, the at least one processor may be further configured to automatically apply a first column template and a second column template to a newly added column sharing similarities with at least one preexisting column already associated with the first column template and the second column template. Automatically applying a template may refer to associating a template in response to a condition being met. For example, a condition being met may include a recognition that a newly added column matches characteristics with a first column in a table. In response, the system may automatically apply a first format associated with the first column to the newly added column in response to determining that the newly added column matches the characteristics with the first column. In another example, the newly added column may be in close proximity to a first column, which may trigger the at least one processor to assign the first column template associated with the first column to the newly added column. In yet another example, the newly added column may not be in close proximity to a first column, but the at least one processor may assign the first column template associated with a recently used column template in memory. In another example, the at least one processor may apply a column template frequently implemented in a table as a default to the newly added column. Sharing similarities may refer, as used herein, to characteristics associated with a particular column type, such as a column heading, data type contained within the column, or any other information associated with a particular column. A preexisting column may refer, as used herein, to a column within a table that was added prior to the newly added column.

[130] FIG. 9 illustrates an example resulting from at least one processor receiving a request to add a new status column 918 to a preexisting table 904 with preexisting columns. In response to receiving this request, the system may determine that the newly added status column 918 may match characteristics of preexisting columns 916 because it may share similar characteristics with the newly added status column (e.g., both the preexisting column and the newly added columns may contain status information). The preexisting columns 916 of FIG. 9 may be associated with a first column template in a
first zoom range and a second column template in a second zoom range, consistent with previously discussed embodiments. As a result of determining that the newly added column 918 may match the preexisting column 916, the system may also associate the first column template in the first zoom range and the second column template in the second zoom range to the newly added column 918 so that the newly added column 918 may render and scale similar to the preexisting status columns 916 at any zoom level.

[131] In some embodiments, the at least one processor may be further configured to determine that a new column may be similar to a second column, and in response, associate a third column template with the new column. Determining that a new column is similar may include assessing, comparing, analyzing, establishing, resolving, and/or verifying that a new column shares similar characteristics, as previously discussed, such as a common column type, column template, display format, scaling characteristics, or any combination thereof. Associating a third column template with the new column in response to the determination may include linking or applying the third column template as a result of the condition being met that the new column is determined to share similarities with the second column according to any of the previously mentioned characteristics.

[132] FIG. 9 illustrates an example of second column 932 that may have a characteristic of being a text column type. The system may determine that newly added column 940 may share a similar column type (e.g., text column) as second column 932, or may share any other similar characteristics. In response to determining the similarity (e.g., same text column type) between new column 940 and second column 932, the system may associate the third column template of the preexisting second column 932 to the new column 940. In this example, the third column template may be configured to maintain the same rendering (e.g., display format) of information throughout a full zoom range (e.g., 1-100%). Therefore, when zooming from zoomed in view 902 to zoomed out view 900, preexisting column 932 and newly added column 940 may maintain the same display format (e.g., the third column template) across a full zoom range (e.g., 1-100%).

[133] FIG. 14 illustrates an exemplary block diagram of an exemplary method for hybrid scaling for tables having differing column types, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure. As shown at block 1402 in FIG. 14, method 1400 may maintain a zoomable table having a plurality of columns, at least some of which display differently depending on zoom level, as previously discussed. At block 1404, method 1400 may store for a first column, a first column template associated with a first zoom range, wherein the first column template is configured to display information in a first format configured to scale within the first zoom range, as previously discussed. At block 1406, method 1400 may store for the first column, a second column template associated with a second zoom range different from the first zoom range, wherein the second column template is configured to display information in a second format different from the first format, and wherein the second column template is configured to scale within the second zoom range, as previously discussed. At block 1408, method 1400 may switch from the first column template to the second column template when the first column is scaled to an outer limit of the first zoom range, as previously discussed. At block 1410, method 1400 may store
for a second column, a third column template configured to scale across the first zoom range and the second zoom range, as previously discussed. At block 1412, method 1400 may enable simultaneous zooming of the first column and the second column such that during simultaneous scaling from the first zoom range to the second zoom range, the display format of the first column changes and the display format of the second column remains unchanged, consistent with the disclosure discussed above.

[134] Aspects of this disclosure may relate to systems, methods, and computer readable media for facilitating improved data visualization. For ease of discussion, some examples are described below with reference to systems, methods, devices, and/or computer-readable media, with the understanding that discussions of each apply equally to the others. For example, some aspects of these methods may be implemented by a computing device or software running thereon. The computing device may include at least one processor as previously described (e.g., a CPU, GPU, DSP, FPGA, ASIC, or any circuitry for performing logical operations on input data) to perform the example methods. Other aspects of such methods may be implemented over a network (e.g., a wired network, a wireless network, or both).

[135] As another example, some aspects of such methods may be implemented as operations or program codes in a non-transitory computer-readable medium. The operations or program codes may be executed by at least one processor. Non-transitory computer readable media, as described herein, may be implemented as any combination of hardware, firmware, software, or any medium capable of storing data that is readable by any computing device with a processor for performing methods or operations represented by the stored data. In a broadest sense, the example methods are not limited to particular physical or electronic instrumentalities, but rather may be accomplished using many differing instrumentalities.

[136] Visualization as used herein may refer to techniques for communication, presentation, and/or display that involves generation or usage of images, diagrams, charts, graphs, animations, calendars, videos, or other viewable graphic elements or media. Visualizations, for example, may be based on data, which may be information, or units of information.

[137] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, at least one processor of the system may carry out operations that may involve maintaining a plurality of boards. The plurality of boards may include boards as described previously, which may include tables with items defining objects or entities that are managed in the platform (task, project, client, deal, or any other indication of an item). Items may be contained in a rows or columns of the boards or may be associated therewith through a link (e.g., a link to another board or sub-board, or to any other data structure) or through metadata. Maintaining an object (e.g., a digital data object such as a task table, a board, a task, or a cell within a task), as used herein, may refer to any means to store or link the object. For example, a processor may store an object or link to an object in memory or a non-transitory computer-readable medium consistent with the disclosure as previously discussed.

[138] In various embodiments, each board of the plurality of boards may contain multiple items, where at least some of the items may be associated with an entity. An entity, as used herein, may refer to an individual, a team, a group, a department, a division, a subsidiary, a company, a contractor, an
agent or representative, or any independent, distinct organization (e.g., a business or a government unit) that has an identity separate from those of its members, or a combination thereof. In some embodiments, at least some of the items may include calendar-related information. A calendar, as used here in, may refer to a list, table, register, or other formats for arranging day, weeks, month, years, and/or other interval of times in a given order. For example, a calendar may display days of a year, which may be divided into months, each month being further subdivided into weeks. Days of a month may be arranged in table format, having columns and rows, and each row of days may constitute a week. Examples of calendars may include the Gregorian calendar, Orthodox calendar, Hebrew calendar, Lunar calendar, Islamic calendar, and other similar mechanism of arranging days of a year. A calendar may be in an electronic or digital format. For example, a computer-generated calendar may be based on any of the aforementioned examples calendars, based on data or information of days, months, and/or years. Such a digital calendar may be displayed on various types of display interfaces, such as ones described previously. Calendar-related information may refer to any data or information relating to the calendar, such as days, month, days or week, and/or other date related information used to generate the calendar. Additionally, calendar-related information may also refer to any items associated with particular days, weeks, months, or other units or range of time. These items may be items included in the plurality of boards. Additionally or alternatively, calendar-related information may include data associated with items, such as due dates, assignment dates, appointments dates, date range, and/or other date and time date associated with items. Additionally, or alternative, calendar-related information may include graphics, display features, or other similar interfaces or functions relating to the calendar, such as alarms, task list, prompts, charts (e.g., a bar chart, a pie chart, or a line chart), symbols, notifications, links, picture, timeline, information feed, animation, or any other representation of representative characteristics, features, other similar tools, or interfaces associated with or to be displayed on the calendar.

[139] By way of example, FIG. 15 depicts a diagram of an exemplary board including items of a calendar, consistent with some embodiments of the present disclosure. Board 1500 may be an example of a board, or one of a plurality of boards. Board 1500 may include interface 1510, which may be a pop-up menu, drop-down menu, or any other similar interface that allow the user to switch back to view a calendar, a different board, or a different interface or display. In some embodiments board 1500 may be formatted differently from the plurality of boards. For example, board 1500 may be specially formatted for viewing on a mobile or tablet device that also displays a calendar. Board 1500 may contain and display information of items in tables in columns and rows. Board 1500 may display information of the items in columns and row. For example, column 1502 displays the names of items, column 1504 displays statuses of the items, column 1506 displays due dates (if applicable) of the items, and column 1508 displays a progress (if applicable) of items. In some embodiments, due dates and progress may be examples of calendar-related information, thus items containing data in columns 1506 and 1508 may be examples of the items that include calendar-related information. Each row of board 1500 may display an item. As depicted, items 1503, 1505, and 1507 may each be an example of an item in a board. By way of example, FIG. 16 depicts an illustrative example of a calendar, consistent with the disclosed
embodiments. Calendar 1600 may be an example of a digital calendar rendered on a display screen of a display device. Calendar 1600 is configured to present dates in a monthly interval, with each day of the month displayed in a table format, and each day of the month depicted in a cell. As depicted in FIG. 16, calendar 1600 displays the days that are organized in seven columns, each column representing, such as Monday, Tuesday, or any other day. For example, label 1604 indicates that all cells in the column “S” are Sundays of the particular month displayed. In each cell, a label, such as label 1606, indicates that the cell is a particular date.

[140] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, at least one processor of the system may carry out operations that may access a calendar of the entity. As used herein, accessing may refer to gaining authorization or entry to download, upload, copy, extract, update, edit, or otherwise receive or manipulate data or information. For example, when the calendar is a digital calendar, the processor of the system may gain access to the calendar and/or calendar-related information that may be stored in memory, database, or several machines described previously. If accessing the calendar requires authentication or credential information, the processor may provide authentication information as needed.

[141] Calendar 1600 may be associated with an entity. For example, the entity associated may be displayed on the calendar by a picture, an avatar, or alphanumeric texts. Entity 1612 may be the entity associated with calendar 1600, and may be depicted by an avatar, a picture, alphanumeric, or a combination thereof on the calendar.

[142] In some embodiments, authors of at least some of the plurality of boards differ from the entity. An author of a board may refer to an entity that generated the board or board items, or is authorization to edit or update the board or board items. The entity that is associated with the calendar may be a different entity from the author of board. For example, individual A may have created a particular item on a board, while individual B may be associated with the particular item despite not being the author. Thus, a calendar associated with individual B may have access to or may be linked with the item on the board despite that individual B is not the author of the item or the board.

[143] For example, as depicted in FIG. 15, a graphical indicator may depict entity 1512, who may be the author of board 1500. Entity 1512 may be a different entity than entity 1514 or 1516. Thus, entities 1514 and 1516 may be associated with board 1500, but not its author.

[144] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, at least one processor of the system may carry out operations that may perform a lookup across the plurality of boards for the items associated with the entity. As used herein, performing a lookup may refer to a process for identifying or finding pieces of data or information, sometimes based on a predefined criteria or parameter. For example, the processor may perform a lookup across the plurality of boards by searching, identifying, and locating data or information associated with items across the plurality of boards. The processor may further parse, extract, or otherwise retrieve these data information once located. When, for example, the plurality of boards contain items associated with different entities (e.g., through a responsibility cell, contact information, or any other information associated with an entity), the processor may perform the lookup process by searching for and locating items that are associated with a particular entity that is associated
with a particular calendar. For example, in order for the processor to link a calendar with items belonging to the same individual, the processor may search for all of the items associated with individuals across various boards that may contain a plurality of boards. The lookup process may be performed by a search algorithm executed by the at least one processor (e.g., based on metadata, an entity identification, a responsibility assignment, associations or tags linked to a particular entity, a common location, or any other characteristic to identify a particular entity for a particular calendar).

For example, as depicted in FIG. 15, entity 1514 may be the same individual as entity 1612, thus items 1503, 1505, and 1507 may be examples of items associated with the entity of calendar 1600. The system may perform a similar look-up across multiple boards of entity 1512 for items associated with the entity 1512. In one embodiment, the multiple boards may include multiple boards from entity 1512. In another embodiment, the multiple boards may include multiple boards from differing entities (e.g., from other team members in the same company) such that the system may perform a lookup for items associated with entity 1512 across multiple boards.

Consistent with disclosed embodiments, at least one processor of the system may carry out operations that may perform an analysis of the items associated with an entity to determine whether the items are calendar-related. Performing an analysis may refer to conducting an examination or determination of input data to produce results. As used herein, performing an analysis may involve steps or processes to determine whether items associated with the entity, found during the lookup process described above, are calendar-related. An item may be analyzed and determined to be calendar-related if the item contains information that may be displayed on the calendar, used by one or more functions or features of the calendar, or belong to a pre-defined category of information fitting a criterion. For example, an item may be calendar-related if it is data related to a date or time, may be tagged or indicated by a date or time, or may contain calendar-related information described previously.

In some embodiments, the analysis for determining whether the items are calendar-related includes searching for at least one of a date or a date range. As previously described, an item in a board or sub-board may be represented by a row (e.g., horizontal or vertical), while columns (e.g., vertical or horizontal) may represent categories, type, or kind of data, or vice versa. The rows may intersect with columns to form cells, with each cell enabled to contain data corresponding to an item and/or datatype. In some instances, a board may contain pre-defined columns or added columns, such as, a “date,” “range of date,” or any other date related datatype configured to contain data describing dates or varying points in time. The processor may search for a data type in cells of these columns or items and make a determination that an item is calendar-related (e.g., an item containing calendar related data) when data containing calendar-related information are present in those cells relating to a particular item. In some embodiments, the processor may identify that an item is calendar-related when a cell associated with an item is merely enabled to contain calendar or date related information (e.g., a cell associated with column with characteristics to contain data type of a date, deadline, timeline, or any other date or time associated information), such that even when the cell is empty, the processor may still recognize that the item is calendar-related. In some embodiments, the processor may execute one or more methods for analyzing
data contained (or enabled to be contained) in cells of an item and make a determination that the data contains a date or a date range. For example, the analysis may be performed by executing text classification programs to analyze data in the cells of the item. Text classification programs may be computer programs capable analyzing text data, extracting a context from the text data, or making a determination or classification based on the text data. The text classification program may be a machine learning program, neural networks, or AI based program, such as natural language processing (NLP). For example, using a text classification program, the processor may analyze each cell of an item to determine if a date or a date range is present, and if so, the processor can determine that the item is calendar-related.

[148] For example, in exemplary board 1510 depicted in FIG. 15, column 1506 displays due dates (if applicable) of the items, and column 1508 displays progress (if applicable) of items. The processor may recognize that cells within these columns are configured to store date-related information. The processor may thus determine that each of items 1503, 1505, and 1507 are examples of calendar-related items because column 1506 and/or column 1508 are columns configured to store date-related information. Additionally, or alternatively, the processor may analyze all columns of items 1503, 1505, and 1507 using text classification program, and may determine based on that analysis that items 1503, 1505, and 1507 may contain information in date formats.

[149] In some embodiments, the analysis may involve determining whether the items are calendar-related includes searching for an item due status indicator. An item due status indicator may refer an indicator representing progress, urgency, state of completeness, deadlines, or other time status or milestone time marks associated with an item. For example, an item may be an item due status indicator representing a status associated with a task of an item such as “completed,” “work-in-progress,” “coming due,” “due”, or “past due.” The status indicator may be presented graphically, with alphanumericics, or a combination thereof. In yet another example, an item may have an item due status indicator indicating that tasks associated with the item requires urgent attention, or does not require urgent attention, such an indicator representative of “stuck.” In some embodiments, the status indicator of an item may be assigned manually by users. Alternatively, or additionally, the status indicator of an item may be determined based on other data of the item. For example, an item may include a cell containing data for a “due date,” (e.g., a date for a deadline) and the processor may automatically generate an item due status indicator (e.g., an exclamation mark when something is overdue, a checkmark when the item is completed before the deadline, or any other indicator representing a progress of the item relative to a calendar related date or timeline) based on the data for “due date.” In some instances, when a date range is associated with an item, the processor may determine the item due status indicator based on a date in the date range (e.g., based on the last date in the date range, or on a combination of the last date and a time on the last date).

[150] By way of example, as depicted in FIG. 15, information under column 1504 may be examples of item due statuses of the associated items. The system may perform an analysis based on the statuses to determine that it is related to calendar information, and thus determine that the items contain calendar-related information. In other embodiments, the system may also determine that items contains
calendar-related information based on a characteristic of the status column 1504 (e.g., the column contains status information in relation to a due date) or based on the header of the status column 1504. In another example, the system may also analyze and determine that items are calendar-related based on a recognition of due date-related information contained in due date column 1506 or by recognizing the “Due Date” text in the header of the due date column 1506.

[151] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, at least one processor of the system may carry out operations that may sync the calendar-related items associated with the entity with the accessed calendar by rendering on the calendar, graphical indicators linked to the items. Syncing may refer to an operation or process to cause two or more different objects (such as programming or applications) to be in agreement, be presented together, act in a synchronous state, or share identical set of data. Syncing may involve exchanging of data and information between the different objects, or accessing of a single set of data by the different objects being synced. For example, the processor may access data of the calendar-related items associated with the entity, and pass the data to the accessed calendar for rendering on a display. Thus, for each day of the calendar, the processor may render graphic indicators linked to calendar-related items of the day on the calendar. Syncing may be performed at a predeterminated interval, such as once every day, every hour, every minute, or some other interval of time, or a combination thereof. Syncing may also be performed as commanded by a user (e.g., manually, scheduled, or automatic according to a setting), or at an instance when a board or a calendar is being initiated, or at an instance when an update to the items, the boards, or the calendar is detected.

[152] Rendering may refer to an operation or process to make or generate objects in a visualization. In the context of rendering graphic objects (such as calendars) by a computerized system, rendering may involve generation of images, animations, videos, and other visual media from 2D or 3D models by means of computer programming or applications. In some embodiments, the calendar-related items that are synced with the accessed calendar may be depicted or represented by graphical indicators rendered on the calendar. Graphic indicators may refer to any graphic or visual elements, such as shape, symbols, images, animations, videos, and other similar visual media, rendered by the system to represent data or information. Graphic indicators may be rendered for the purpose of providing visual notifications, reminders, or any other viewing purposes. For example, the processor may render graphic indicators representing items (such as calendar-related items) on a calendar for viewing by a user. The user may be the entity associated with the calendar and rendered calendar-related items or may be a subscriber or team member associated with the calendar. A person of ordinary skill in the art will now appreciate that the user may view and access the rendered calendar-related items directly from the calendar, resulting in improved overall user experience and more efficient user interface. In some embodiments, calendar-related items may be updatable via the calendar. For example, the rendered calendar-related items may be configured to allow the user to edit or update through access via the graphical indicators on the calendar. The various features and interfaces that enable the rendered calendar-related items to be updated are described below in further detail.
[153]  By way of example, FIG. 16 depicts exemplary embodiments of graphical indicators rendered on a calendar, such as calendar 1600. Graphical indicators 1608 and 1610 may be examples of graphical indicators representing calendar-related items of a particular date in the form of graphics, alphanumerics, or a combination thereof. In some instances, entity 1612 may be represented as a graphical indicator rendered on calendar 1600 (e.g., an image, an avatar, a photograph), alphanumerically (e.g., entity name), or a combination thereof. Graphic indicator 1614 may be yet another example of a graphic indicator and may be configured, when selected by a user, to generate an additional display containing information presented on calendar 1600.

[154]  By way of example, FIG. 17 also depicts examples of graphical indicators rendered on a calendar, such as calendar 1600. Entities 1702A and 1702B, as well as items 1704A, 1704B, and 1704C may each be represented by graphical indicators.

[155]  In some embodiments, graphical indicators may include a plurality of icons, and each icon may represent a differing board item. Icons may refer to graphic symbols that may represent an application, an object (such as a file, item, or person), a link (such as hyperlink or URL link) or a function (such as the command to open, quit, save, etc.). Examples of icons may include alphanumerical symbols, images, shapes, graphic objects, and other suitable visual elements. Each icon rendered on the calendar may represent differing board items. A board item may be one of the calendar-related items described previously, or some other items contained in the plurality of boards. In some embodiments, the processor may render icons to be visually different, such that a user may distinguishing between differing board items by the visually distinguishing their representative icons. Icons may be differentiated by color, shape, size, or other visual cues.

[156]  For example, graphical indicators 1608 and 1610 of FIG. 16 and FIG. 17 may be examples of icons in a shape of a bar that may relate to different items or different statuses associated with items. In other examples not shown, the graphical indicators may be presented as icons associated with the items. In a simple example, board items may be represented as a tally in the calendar view in FIG. 16, such that board items associated with a particular day could show a number of tallies associated with the number of items associated with that day. In another example, if items are associated with properties, the icons may be representations of each of the properties in the form of icons in the shape of houses. In another example, if items are associated with individuals in a Human Resources example, the icons may be representations of the individuals (e.g., through an avatar or a photo). Where a board contains multiple types of items (e.g., properties, individuals, tasks, or any other item), each icon representing each item may be presented with a different icon representative of the type of item, such that the calendar-view in FIG. 16 and FIG 17 would display varying icons relating to varying board items.

[157]  In some embodiments, at least some of the graphical indicators may be colorized to convey information. As used herein, colorized may refer to the application to an object of a color, texture, shading, or pattern. Graphical indicators may include a single color, texture, shading, or pattern, or may include a dynamically changing version thereof. For example, the processor may apply one or more colors to the graphic indicators of the calendar to represent information associated with an item. By
utilizing different colors, the system may convey certain information about the calendar-related items represented by the graphic indicators. In some embodiments, each color may represent a particular status or state of the item being represented by the graphic indicator, and different colors may be applied to visually distinguish items having differing statuses. In the plurality of boards, users may designate each item as having a status, and the status may be a user-defined parameter. In non-limiting examples, there may be a ‘completed’ status to indicate that an item has been completed; a ‘working on it’ status to indicate that an item is currently being worked on; and a ‘stuck’ status indicating that help is required for an item. When the processor renders the graphic indicators for the calendar-related items, based on the different status, the processor may assign a first color to the items having ‘completed’ status, a second color to items having ‘working on it’ status, and third color to items having ‘stuck’ status. Thus, by viewing the calendar having colorized graphic indicators, a user may readily be able to tell the status of calendar-related items, which may enable the user to estimate his/her expected workload for the day, and may enable the user to better plan his/her work flow. A person of ordinary in the art will now appreciate that a user may define the statuses of items as needed, or create new statuses to represent a state or progress of items.

[158] As depicted in FIG. 1600, graphical indicators may be represented with colors or patterns, with different colors or patterns conveying information, such as a status of a calendar-related item. For example, graphic indicator 1608 for “Nov 7” contains only a single color or pattern, indicating that all calendar-related items associated with “Nov 7” have the same status. In another example, graphic indicator for “Nov 18” has two different colors, represented by a first color for a first indicator 1608A and a second color for a second indicator 1608B. The first indicator 1608A may represent items having one status (e.g., a first status), and the second indicator 1608B may represent items having a different status (e.g., a second status).

[159] As depicted in FIG. 16, the presentation of the first indicator 1608A may be rendered with a larger size than the presentation of the second indicator 1608B. The relative sizes of graphical indicator (e.g., the varying colors in the calendar view) may represent a priority, weight, item size, or any other characteristic of the item associated with the graphical indicator. In some instances, for the particular date, there may be more calendar-related items associated with the first status than calendar-related items associated with the second status, thus the first indicator 1608A is rendered to appear larger relative to the second indicator 1608B, as to allow a user to readily ascertain a proportion of calendar-related items having a particular status at a glance of the calendar. For example, if the first status is a ‘completed’ status, and the second status is an ‘in progress’ status, then a user viewing calendar 1610 would be informed by a quick glance that the level of workload expected for Nov. 18, and the user may plan the day accordingly. If, for example, a third indicator 1608C representing a third status (e.g., ‘urgent’) the user would be informed by viewing calendar 1600 that all calendar-related items for Nov 7 are ‘urgent,’ and would thus plan the day accordingly to deal with urgent tasks.

[160] In some embodiments, at least some of the graphical indicators are sized to convey information. By rendering different graphic indicators having different relative sizes, the processor may
convey certain information about the items represented by the graphic indicators, such as their relative urgency, importance, value, or other parameters as defined by the user. For example, the processor may adjust rendering the relative size of the graphic indicators based on the number of calendar-related items being represented by the graphical indicator (e.g., graphical indicator may appear larger when number of items are higher). Additionally, or alternatively, in some cases, a calendar-related item may be assigned a priority value, with some items being assigned higher priority than other items. The graphic indicators may be sized so that graphic indicators representing higher prioritized calendar-related items appear larger in size that graphic indicators representing lower prioritized calendar-related items.

[161] As depicted in FIG. 16, the relative sizes of indicators 1608A, 1608B, and 1608C may be based on the number of calendar-related items each graphic indicator represents. For example, if there are ten calendar-related items total associated with a particular day, with eight items having the first status, and two items having the second status, the system may render graphical indicator 1608 such that the first indicator 1608A occupies 80% the size of graphical indicator 1608, and the second indicator 1608B occupies 20% the size of graphical indicator 1608.

[162] In some embodiments, at least some of the graphical indicators may include alphanumerics information. Alphanumeric information is information represented by numbers and/or letters. In some embodiments, the alphanumerics information includes at least one digit reflective of a number of items associated with a particular calendar day. For example, there may be four calendar-related items associated with a particular day on the calendar, thus the processor may render a graphic indicator that is the number ‘4’ in the calendar space of that particular day to indicate that there are five calendar-related items. Such numbers may be integrated into graphic indicators. For example, although not illustrated, in split indicators of November 18 in FIG. 16, the number ‘2’ might be displayed on or in association with second indicator 1608B, and the number ‘8’ might be displayed on or in association with first indicator 1608A. This might indicate that on November 18, an associated individual has two items to complete in the second category and eight items to complete in the first category.

[163] Alternatively, as depicted FIG. 16, graphical indicator 1610 may be an example of a graphical indicator including alphanumerics information. For example, “4” may indicate that there are four calendar-related items associated with the date “Nov 21.”

[164] In some embodiments, an activatable drop down menu may be associated with at least some of the graphical indicators, and the drop down menu may include a plurality of items. An activatable drop down menu (also known as a drop-down list, drop menu, pull-down list, picklist, or pop-up menu) may include a graphical user element that appears on an interface when activated by a user presenting one or more move values or choice to the user, and allows the user to choose one or more of the values or choices presented (e.g., the items). The values may be presented in a table, list, or other formats.

In some embodiments, when a drop down menu is inactive, it may display a single value. When activated, the drop down menu may display (e.g., drop down) a list or table of values or items from which the user may select one of the presented values. In some embodiments, when the user selects a new value, the drop down menu may revert to its inactive state, displaying the selected value. In some embodiments, when
the drop down menu is activated and includes a plurality of items, a user may be enabled to then directly access the plurality of items to view additional information from the underlying board and directly make edits to the items of the underlying table from the calendar view.

[165]  By way of example in FIG. 16, graphical interface 1602 may be an example of an element that when selected, presents a drop-down menu. In this case, it may present month and year, enabling a user to navigate to different views of calendar, such as to a different month and/or year. In some embodiments, graphical interface 1602, when selected by a user, may activate a drop-down menu containing a list of months and/or years to allow the user to navigate to the selected month and/or year. Drop-down menus may be associated with graphical indicators. For example in FIG. 17, in response to interacting with graphical indicator 1608, a drop down menu may be activated to present a list of items associated with that day. The drop-down menu may contain a list of items from an underlying board or boards to enable a user to directly view additional information associated with the items and directly make alterations to the items in the underlying board without viewing the underlying board(s). The drop-down menu may be presented in any number of ways. For example, a drop-down menu may include all of the information relating to a single item so that a user may view and alter the information pertaining to the single item. In other examples, the drop down menu may include information from multiple items to enable a user to view and alter the information relating to the multiple items. In some embodiments at least some of the graphical indicators may be associated with a drop down menu. In other embodiments, all (or none) of the graphical indicators may be associated with a drop down menu.

[166]  Consistent with disclosed embodiments, at least one processor of the system may receive a selection of a specific graphical indicator rendered on the calendar, the specific graphical indicator being associated with a specific one of the calendar-related items. A selection may be a user input indicating a desire to interact with a specific graphical indicator. For example, when the calendar and the specific graphical indicator is rendered on a touch interface, the pressing or touching of the specific graphical indicator may be a selection. Additionally, or alternatively, when other input peripheral devices (e.g., mouse, stylus, virtual reality (VR) controller, or any other interface) are connected to the display of the calendar and the specific graphical indicator, selection by the user may be received by these input peripheral devices. As discussed previously, each graphical indicator may represent one of one or more calendar-related items, and a user may select a specific graphical indicator in order to access the calendar-related items being represented.

[167]  For example, as depicted in FIG. 17, when a user selects or otherwise interacts with a single calendar day, display 1700 may appear containing a display of items 1704A, 1704B, 1704C, and 1706. In another exemplary embodiment (not shown), a user may select a particular graphical indicator of 1608 to select the particular item associated with the particular graphical indicator. For example in FIG. 17, if a user were to select the dark graphical indicator of indicator 1608 the associated Costumes item 1704C may be selected for further viewing or altering in an interface without viewing the underlying board. In other words, the costumes entry is extracted for display from a linked board, with only the costumes linked information is presented from that board.
[168] Consistent with disclosed embodiments, at least one processor of the system may, upon receipt of the selection, activate a specific link associated with the specific graphical indicator to thereby cause a display of information associated with the specific item. The specific link may be any means of electronically linking, such as a hyperlink, to activate one or more functions, applications, programs, or renderings. The specific link may also link the specific graphic indicator to the specific item that is being represented by the specific graphical indicator. The specific link may cause the system to activate a display of information relating to the linked specific item. The display of information may be a separate display apart from the calendar. For example, the display of information may be a pop-up display that appears to overlay on top of the calendar. The display of information may include text, images, charts, icons, and other visual displays related to the specific items. Such linked information may be drawn from a table or board, without displaying the entire board.

[169] By way of example, FIG. 17 depicts a display including an aggregate of linked items associated with a particular calendar day, consistent with the disclosed embodiments. As depicted, display 1700 may be an example of a display of information, displaying an aggregate of linked items associated with a particular calendar day (e.g., July 11), without the full view of a board, such as board 1500. The processor may generate display 1700, for example, when a user interacts with graphic indicator 1608 (such as pressing on a touch screen, clicking by a mouse, a cursor hover, or any other interaction). As depicted in FIG. 17, display 1700 includes items 1704A, 1704B, and 1704C. Items may be colorized or displayed with pattern to indicate the associated status. For example, item 1704A may have a first status, item 1704-B may have a second status, and item 1704C may have a third status. The color or pattern of items in display 1700 may correspond to the color or pattern of graphical indicator 1608. For example, item 1704A shares the color or pattern of graphical indicator 1608A, item 1704B shares the color and pattern of graphical indicator 1608B, and so forth. As depicted in FIG. 17, July 11 includes calendar-related items having three different statuses, thus graphical indicator 1608 is rendered with three different colors/patterns. July 10, on the other hand, includes calendar-related items having two different statuses, thus graphical indicator 1608 is rendered with two different colors/patterns. July 8 is not associated with any calendar-related item, hence no graphical indicator is rendered for that day.

[170] Additionally, or alternatively, display 1700 may depict a date range of linked items associated with a particular calendar day item. For example, item 1704A extends from July 11 to July 13, item 1704B extends from July 10 to July 16, and item 1704C extends from July 9 to July 11. Additionally, or alternatively, display 1700 may depict linked items associated with a particular calendar day according to entities associated with the items. For example, items 1704A, 1704B, and 1704C are associated with entity 1702A. Entity 1702A may be the entity associated with the calendar (such as entity 1608). Alternatively, entity 1702A may be an author of the associated items, or some other associated entity. The entities may be depicted with alphanumeric symbols, such as letters representing names or initials of the entity. The entities may also be depicted with graphical indicators, such as an avatar or image, or by a combination of graphics and alphanumerics. In some embodiments, display 1700 may depict multiple entities associated with linked items of a particular calendar day. For example, display
1700 may further include entity 1702B, which is associated with item 1706. An entity may be depicted by
an image, such as a photo, avatar or portrait of entity 1702B. In some instances, it may be desirable for
the user to view calendar-related items of a different entity, such as when multiple individuals may
collaborate on the same item. In the example depicted in FIG. 17, the calendar is associated with entity
1702A. As depicted, both entities 1702A and 1702B may collaborate on item “Wood workshop.”
Therefore, display 1700 may also render item 1706 of entity 1702B for viewing by entity 1702A, so as to
inform entity 1702A of the on-going collaboration. In some embodiments, item 1706 may not completely
overlap with item 1704B. For example, entity 1702A may be expected to work on item 1704B between
July 10 and July 16, while entity 1702B may be expected to only work on item 1706 from July 10 to July
14.

[171] In some embodiments, causing the display includes presenting the linked item. For
example, the display may present information related to the linked item and may enable the user to view
or access information associated with the linked item. The information may include data stored in cells of
the linked item, as previously described.

[172] In some embodiments, causing the display includes presenting an aggregate of linked
items associated with a particular calendar day. For example, when user activates the display associated
with an item on a particular day, the system may generate the display so that all items of the particular
day appears, and thus may enable the user to navigate, view, access or otherwise manipulate items
belonging to the particular calendar day.

[173] For example, as depicted in FIG. 17, items are associated with the particular day and may
be presented as items 1704A, 1704B, and 1704C. The presentation of items may be of a single item, as
previously discussed above, or may include an aggregate of some or all of the linked items associated
with a particular calendar day, as shown in FIG. 17. In some embodiments, items 1704A, 1704B, and
1704C may be represented by icons, which may be linked to a board or boards containing items 1704A,
1704B, and 1704C. For example, entity 1702A may be the same entity as 1514 of FIG. 15, and items
1704A, 1704B, and 1704C may correspond to items 1503, 1505, 1507 of board 1500 shown in FIG. 15.
When a user clicks, presses, or otherwise activates any one of items 1704A, 1704B, and 1704C on display
1700, a link may be activated to cause board 1500 to be displayed for viewing on the display device.

[174] In some embodiments, causing the display may include presenting a board on which the
linked item is contained. For example, the board may be one of the plurality of boards that contains the
linked item. This may enable to the user to view or access other items contained in the board that may not
be calendar items and which would not otherwise be rendered on the calendar. On the display, the user
may navigate, view, access or otherwise manipulate items included in the board being displayed.

[175] For example, when any of items 1704A, 1704B, and 1704C are selected, the board
containing the items selected may appear on the display. Board 1500 of FIG. 15 may be an example of
the board that may be presented in the display.

[176] In some embodiments, the calendar may be enabled to be updated via the board. As
previously discussed, items rendered on the calendar may be calendar related items, and the calendar
related item may be located by the system across a plurality of boards. Thus, when the information
associated with the calendar-related items are changed in the plurality of boards, the items rendered on the
board may be updated as well, such as during syncing between the calendar-related items and the
calendar. For example, when items having calendar information (such as dates) are added or removed in
the plurality of boards, the items rendered on the calendar may update accordingly. Additionally, when
calendar information of an item rendered on the calendar changes in the plurality of boards changes (such
as a date change or a status change), the item may be rendered on a different day on the calendar or may
be colorized differently.

[177] For example, as depicted in FIG. 15, each linked item may be a graphical indicator that
may enable interaction with a user. For example, a user may select (e.g., press or click) on “July 17,
2019” of “Kids Activities” to change the due date for the item “Kids Activities.” By changing the
“Dates,” calendar 1600 may render “Kids Activities” on an updated date. Similarly, the user may select
item 1504A to change a status of “Kids Activities” to a different color or pattern, which may result the
color or pattern of the corresponding graphical indicator to update accordingly on calendar 1600.

[178] FIG. 18 depicts a flow chart of an exemplary process for facilitating improved data
visualization, consistent with the present disclosure.

[179] At block 1802, processing circuitry 110 may access, store or link boards that include
tables with items defining objects or entities that are managed in the platform (task, project, client, deal,
etc.) as describes previously. For example, processing circuitry 110 may access, store or link boards in a
non-transitory computer-readable medium.

[180] At block 1804, processing circuitry 110 may access a calendar associated with an entity
by gaining authorization or entry to download, upload, copy, extract, update, edit, or otherwise receive or
manipulate data or information associate the calendar of the entity. For example, when the calendar is a
digital calendar, processing circuitry 110 may gain access to the calendar and/or calendar data stored in
memory, database, or non-transitory computer-readable medium. Accessing the calendar may include
providing the authentication information.

[181] At block 1806, processing circuitry 110 may perform a lookup across the plurality of
boards for the items associated with the entity. For example, processing circuitry 110 may search, identify,
and locate items associated with the entity of the calendar across the plurality of boards.

[182] At block 1808, processing circuitry 110 may perform an analysis of the items associated
with the entity found in step 1806 to determine whether these items are calendar-related. For example, an
item may be calendar related if it is data related to a date or time, be tagged or indicated by a date or time.
For example, an item may be calendar related if it contains data such as a date or a date range.

[183] At block 1810, processing circuitry 110 may sync the calendar-related items associated
with the entity with the accessed calendar. Syncing may involve exchanging of data and information
between the different objects or accessing a single set of data by all the different objects. For example, the
system may access data of the calendar-related items associated with the entity and pass these data to the
associated accessed calendar.
[184] At block 1812, processing circuitry 110 may render on the calendar, graphical indicators linked to the synced items in step 1810. Processing circuitry 110 may generate graphic indicators, such as images, animations, videos, and other similar visual media, on the calendar representing the calendar-related items. The graphical indicators may be configured to receive user selections by various means of inputs. For example, the graphical indicators may include icons, which may be linked to access calendar-related items via user interaction. In some embodiments, graphical indicators may include drop-down menus.

[185] Processing circuitry 110 may render graphical indicators in different colors and patterns to convey information. For example, calendar-related items may be represented by graphical indicators having different colors or patterns. Processing circuitry 110 may also render graphical indicators with varying size to convey information. For example, graphical indicators may be sized based on the number calendar-related items that the corresponding graphical indicators represent. In some embodiments, graphical indicators may be alphanumeric symbols. For example, graphical indicators may be numeral digits, with the digit indicating the number of calendar-related item being represented by the corresponding graphical indicator.

[186] At block 1814, processing circuitry 110 may receive a selection of a specific graphical indicator rendered on the calendar, the specific graphical indicator being associated with a specific one of the calendar-related items. For example, when the calendar and the specific graphical indicator is rendered on a touch interface, the pressing or touching of the graphical indicator may be a selection.

[187] At block 1816 processing circuitry 110 may, in response to a selection in step 1814, display calendar-related items linked to the selected graphical indicator. In some embodiments, processing circuitry 110 displays a linked item. For example, the processing circuitry 110 may display in an interface all data and information of the linked item. In some embodiments, processing circuitry 110 may display a board on which the linked item is contained. In some embodiments, processing circuitry 110 may display an aggregate of all calendar-related items for the particular day associated with the linked item. For example, if the linked item is on “Dec. 25,” processing circuitry 110 may display all calendar-related item for Dec. 25.

[188] Unless otherwise defined, all technical and scientific terms used herein have the same meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. The materials, methods, and examples provided herein are illustrative only and not intended to be limiting.

[189] Implementation of the method and system of the present disclosure may involve performing or completing certain selected tasks or steps manually, automatically, or a combination thereof. Moreover, according to actual instrumentation and equipment of preferred embodiments of the method and system of the present disclosure, several selected steps may be implemented by hardware (HW) or by software (SW) on any operating system of any firmware, or by a combination thereof. For example, as hardware, selected steps of the disclosure could be implemented as a chip or a circuit. As software or algorithm, selected steps of the disclosure could be implemented as a plurality of software instructions being executed by a computer using any suitable operating system. In any case, selected
steps of the method and system of the disclosure could be described as being performed by a data processor, such as a computing device for executing a plurality of instructions.

[190] As used herein, the terms “machine-readable medium” “computer-readable medium” refers to any computer program product, apparatus and/or device (e.g., magnetic discs, optical disks, memory, Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs)) used to provide machine instructions and/or data to a programmable processor, including a machine-readable medium that receives machine instructions as a machine-readable signal. The term “machine-readable signal” refers to any signal used to provide machine instructions and/or data to a programmable processor.

[191] Various implementations of the systems and techniques described here can be realized in digital electronic circuitry, integrated circuitry, specially designed ASICs (application specific integrated circuits), computer hardware, firmware, software, and/or combinations thereof. These various implementations can include implementation in one or more computer programs that are executable and/or interpretable on a programmable system including at least one programmable processor, which may be special or general purpose, coupled to receive data and instructions from, and to transmit data and instructions to, a storage system, at least one input device, and at least one output device.

[192] Although the present disclosure is described with regard to a “computing device”, a "computer", or “mobile device”, it should be noted that optionally any device featuring a data processor and the ability to execute one or more instructions may be described as a computing device, including but not limited to any type of personal computer (PC), a server, a distributed server, a virtual server, a cloud computing platform, a cellular telephone, an IP telephone, a smartphone, a smart watch or a PDA (personal digital assistant). Any two or more of such devices in communication with each other may optionally comprise a “network” or a "computer network”.

[193] To provide for interaction with a user, the systems and techniques described here can be implemented on a computer having a display device (a LED (light-emitting diode), or OLED (organic LED), or LCD (liquid crystal display) monitor/screen) for displaying information to the user and a keyboard and a pointing device (e.g., a mouse or a trackball) by which the user can provide input to the computer. Other kinds of devices can be used to provide for interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback provided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback (e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feedback); and input from the user can be received in any form, including acoustic, speech, or tactile input.

[194] The systems and techniques described here can be implemented in a computing system that includes a back end component (e.g., as a data server), or that includes a middleware component (e.g., an application server), or that includes a front end component (e.g., a client computer having a graphical user interface or a Web browser through which a user can interact with an implementation of the systems and techniques described here), or any combination of such back end, middleware, or front end components. The components of the system can be interconnected by any form or medium of digital data communication (e.g., a communication network). Examples of communication networks include a local area network (“LAN”), a wide area network (“WAN”), and the Internet.
[195] The computing system can include clients and servers. A client and server are generally remote from each other and typically interact through a communication network. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer programs running on the respective computers and having a client-server relationship to each other.

[196] It should be appreciated that the above described methods and apparatus may be varied in many ways, including omitting or adding steps, changing the order of steps and the type of devices used. It should be appreciated that different features may be combined in different ways. In particular, not all the features shown above in a particular embodiment or implementation are necessary in every embodiment or implementation of the invention. Further combinations of the above features and implementations are also considered to be within the scope of some embodiments or implementations of the invention.

[197] While certain features of the described implementations have been illustrated as described herein, many modifications, substitutions, changes and equivalents will now occur to those skilled in the art. It is, therefore, to be understood that the appended claims are intended to cover all such modifications and changes as fall within the scope of the implementations. It should be understood that they have been presented by way of example only, not limitation, and various changes in form and details may be made. Any portion of the apparatus and/or methods described herein may be combined in any combination, except mutually exclusive combinations. The implementations described herein can include various combinations and/or sub-combinations of the functions, components and/or features of the different implementations described.

[198] Disclosed embodiments may include any one of the following bullet-pointed features alone or in combination with one or more other bullet-pointed features, whether implemented as a method, by at least one processor, and/or stored as executable instructions on non-transitory computer-readable media:

- maintaining a data structure including a plurality of tables, each table of the plurality of tables including a plurality of rows and columns, with each of the plurality of columns having an associated column heading;
- receiving a request to consolidate information from at least two of the plurality of tables;
- wherein the at least two of the plurality of tables include similar columns with differing headings and a common data type;
- performing an analysis of data in the similar columns to determine that the data in the similar columns share a common characteristic;
- aggregating information from the similar columns;
- outputting the aggregation of information in a manner associating information from the similar columns;
- identifying the common data type through an identification of similar terms used in the similar columns;
- wherein the common characteristic is a location in a common pre-stored library of related terms;
• enabling association of at least two of the plurality of columns having dissimilar headings;
• enabling association of at least two of the plurality of columns containing data having dissimilar characteristics;
• enabling disassociation of at least two of the plurality of columns sharing common characteristics;
• determining that at least two of the plurality of columns are similar based on shared column characteristics;
• wherein the column characteristics include relative column positions;
• wherein the column characteristics include data type contained in the at least two of the plurality of columns;
• causing a presentation of default options for merging column data;
• maintaining a zoomable table having a plurality of columns, at least some of which display differently depending on zoom level;
• storing for a first column, a first column template associated with a first zoom range;
• wherein the first column template is configured to display information in a first format configured to scale within the first zoom range;
• storing for the first column, a second column template associated with a second zoom range different from the first zoom range;
• wherein the second column template is configured to display information in a second format different from the first format;
• wherein the second column template is configured to scale within the second zoom range;
• switching from the first column template to the second column template when the first column is scaled to an outer limit of the first zoom range;
• storing for a second column, a third column template configured to scale across the first zoom range and the second zoom range;
• enabling simultaneous zooming of the first column and the second column such that during simultaneous scaling from the first zoom range to the second zoom range, the display format of the first column changes and the display format of the second column remains unchanged;
• wherein the first format includes a display of words in a column and the second format substitutes graphical indicators for the words;
• wherein the first format includes a display of a first volume of information and wherein the second format includes a display of a second volume of information different from the first volume of information;
• wherein the first format is a timeline view and the second format is a calendar view;
• receiving a request to replace the second column template with the first column template, the first column template being scalable across the first zoom range and the second zoom range;
• automatically applying the first column template and the second column template to a newly added column sharing similarities with at least one preexisting column already associated with the first column template and the second column template;
• determining that a new column is similar to the second column, and in response, associating the third column template with the new column;
• maintaining a plurality of boards;
• wherein each board of the plurality of boards contains multiple items, at least some of the items being associated with an entity;
• wherein at least some of the items include calendar-related information;
• accessing a calendar of the entity;
• performing a lookup across the plurality of boards for the items associated with the entity;
• performing an analysis of the items associated with the entity to determine whether the items are calendar-related;
• syncing the calendar-related items associated with the entity with the accessed calendar by rendering on the calendar, graphical indicators linked to the items;
• receiving a selection of a specific graphical indicator rendered on the calendar, the specific graphical indicator being associated with a specific one of the calendar-related items;
• upon receipt of the selection, activating a specific link associated with the specific graphical indicator to thereby cause a display of information associated with the specific item;
• wherein causing the display includes presenting a board on which the linked item is contained;
• wherein causing the display includes presenting the linked item;
• wherein causing the display includes presenting an aggregate of linked items associated with a particular calendar day;
• wherein authors of at least some of the plurality of boards differ from the entity;
• wherein the analysis of the items associated with the entity to determine whether the items are calendar-related includes searching for at least one of a date or a date range;
• wherein the analysis of the items associated with the entity to determine whether the items are calendar-related includes searching for an item due status indicator;
• wherein the graphical indicators include a plurality of icons;
• wherein each icon represents a differing board item;
• wherein at least some of the graphical indicators are colorized to convey information;
• wherein at least some of the graphical indicators are sized to convey information;
• wherein at least some of the graphical indicators include alphanumeric information;
• wherein the alphanumeric information includes at least one digit reflective of a number of items associated with a particular calendar day;
• wherein an activatable drop down menu is associated with at least some of the graphical indicators;
• wherein the drop down menu includes a plurality of items;
• wherein items are updatable via the calendar;
• wherein the calendar is enabled to be updated via the board.

[199] Systems and methods disclosed herein involve unconventional improvements over conventional approaches. Descriptions of the disclosed embodiments are not exhaustive and are not limited to the precise forms or embodiments disclosed. Modifications and adaptations of the embodiments will be apparent from consideration of the specification and practice of the disclosed embodiments. Additionally, the disclosed embodiments are not limited to the examples discussed herein.

[200] The foregoing description has been presented for purposes of illustration. It is not exhaustive and is not limited to the precise forms or embodiments disclosed. Modifications and adaptations of the embodiments will be apparent from consideration of the specification and practice of the disclosed embodiments. For example, the described implementations include hardware and software, but systems and methods consistent with the present disclosure may be implemented as hardware alone.

[201] It is appreciated that the above described embodiments can be implemented by hardware, or software (program codes), or a combination of hardware and software. If implemented by software, it can be stored in the above-described computer-readable media. The software, when executed by the processor can perform the disclosed methods. The computing units and other functional units described in the present disclosure can be implemented by hardware, or software, or a combination of hardware and software. One of ordinary skill in the art will also understand that multiple ones of the above described modules/units can be combined as one module or unit, and each of the above described modules/units can be further divided into a plurality of sub-modules or sub-units.

[202] The block diagrams in the figures illustrate the architecture, functionality, and operation of possible implementations of systems, methods, and computer hardware or software products according to various example embodiments of the present disclosure. In this regard, each block in a flowchart or block diagram may represent a module, segment, or portion of code, which includes one or more executable instructions for implementing the specified logical functions. It should be understood that in some alternative implementations, functions indicated in a block may occur out of order noted in the figures. For example, two blocks shown in succession may be executed or implemented substantially concurrently, or two blocks may sometimes be executed in reverse order, depending upon the functionality involved. Some blocks may also be omitted. It should also be understood that each block of the block diagrams, and combination of the blocks, may be implemented by special purpose hardware-based systems that perform the specified functions or acts, or by combinations of special purpose hardware and computer instructions.

[203] In the foregoing specification, embodiments have been described with reference to numerous specific details that can vary from implementation to implementation. Certain adaptations and modifications of the described embodiments can be made. Other embodiments can be apparent to those skilled in the art from consideration of the specification and practice of the invention disclosed herein. It is intended that the specification and examples be considered as example only, with a true scope and spirit...
of the invention being indicated by the following claims. It is also intended that the sequence of steps shown in figures are only for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be limited to any particular sequence of steps. As such, those skilled in the art can appreciate that these steps can be performed in a different order while implementing the same method.

[204] It will be appreciated that the embodiments of the present disclosure are not limited to the exact construction that has been described above and illustrated in the accompanying drawings, and that various modifications and changes may be made without departing from the scope thereof.

[205] Other embodiments will be apparent to those skilled in the art from consideration of the specification and practice of the disclosed embodiments disclosed herein. It is intended that the specification and examples be considered as exemplary only, with a true scope and spirit of the disclosed embodiments being indicated by the following claims.

[206] Computer programs based on the written description and methods of this specification are within the skill of a software developer. The various programs or program modules can be created using a variety of programming techniques. One or more of such software sections or modules can be integrated into a computer system, non-transitory computer readable media, or existing software.

[207] Moreover, while illustrative embodiments have been described herein, the scope includes any and all embodiments having equivalent elements, modifications, omissions, combinations (e.g., of aspects across various embodiments), adaptations or alterations based on the present disclosure. The elements in the claims are to be interpreted broadly based on the language employed in the claims and not limited to examples described in the present specification or during the prosecution of the application. These examples are to be construed as non-exclusive. Further, the steps of the disclosed methods can be modified in any manner, including by reordering steps or inserting or deleting steps. It is intended, therefore, that the specification and examples be considered as exemplary only, with a true scope and spirit being indicated by the following claims and their full scope of equivalents.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A system for merging data from differing tables, the system comprising:
   at least one processor configured to:
   maintain a data structure including a plurality of tables, each table of the plurality of
   tables including a plurality of rows and columns, with each of the plurality of columns having an
   associated column heading;
   receive a request to consolidate information from at least two of the plurality of tables, wherein
   the at least two of the plurality of tables include similar columns with differing headings and a
   common data type;
   perform an analysis of data in the similar columns to determine that the data in the
   similar columns share a common characteristic;
   aggregate information from the similar columns; and
   output the aggregation of information in a manner associating information from the
   similar columns.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the at least one processor identifies the common data type through an
   identification of similar terms used in the similar columns.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the common characteristic is a location in a common pre-stored library
   of related terms.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the at least one processor is configured to enable association of at least
   two of the plurality of columns having dissimilar headings.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the at least one processor is further configured to enable association of
   at least two of the plurality of columns containing data having dissimilar characteristics.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the at least one processor is further configured to enable disassociation
   of at least two of the plurality of columns sharing common characteristics.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the at least one processor is further configured to determine that at
   least two of the plurality of columns are similar based on shared column characteristics.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein the column characteristics include relative column positions.

9. The system of claim 7, wherein the column characteristics include data type contained in the at least
   two of the plurality of columns.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the at least one processor is further configured to cause a presentation
    of default options for merging column data.

11. A non-transitory computer readable medium containing instructions that when executed by at least
    one processor, cause the at least one processor to perform operations for merging data from differing
    tables, the operations comprising:
    maintaining a data structure including a plurality of tables, each table of the plurality of tables
    including a plurality of rows and columns, with each of the plurality of columns having an associated
    column heading;
receiving a request to consolidate information from at least two of the plurality of tables, wherein
the at least two of the plurality of tables includes similar columns with differing headings and a common
data type;
performing an analysis of data in the similar columns to determine that the data in the similar
columns share a common characteristic;
aggregating information from the similar columns; and
outputting the aggregation of information in a manner associating information from the similar
columns.
12. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 11, wherein the operations further comprise
identifying the common data type through an identification of similar terms used in the similar columns.
13. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 11, wherein the operations further comprise
enabling association of at least two of the plurality of columns having dissimilar headings.
14. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 11, wherein the operations further comprise
enabling association of at least two of the plurality of columns containing data having dissimilar
characteristics.
15. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 11, wherein the operations further comprise
enabling disassociation of at least two of the plurality of columns sharing common characteristics.
16. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 11, wherein the operations further comprise
determining that at least two of the plurality of columns are similar based on shared column
characteristics.
17. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 16, wherein the column characteristics
include relative column positions.
18. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 16, wherein the column characteristics
include data type contained in the at least two of the plurality of columns.
19. A method for merging data from differing tables, the method comprising:
maintaining a data structure including a plurality of tables, each table of the plurality of tables
including a plurality of rows and columns, with each of the plurality of columns having an associated
column heading;
receiving a request to consolidate information from at least two of the plurality of tables, wherein
the at least two of the plurality of tables includes similar columns with differing headings and a common
data type;
performing an analysis of data in the similar columns to determine that the data in the similar
columns share a common characteristic;
aggregating information from the similar columns; and
outputting the aggregation of information in a manner associating information from the similar
columns.
20. The method of claim 19, further comprising identifying similar columns based on column
characteristics, wherein the column characteristics include relative column positions.
21. A hybrid system for scaling tables having differing column types, the system comprising:

at least one processor configured to:

- maintain a zoomable table having a plurality of columns, at least some of which display
differently depending on zoom level;

- store for a first column, a first column template associated with a first zoom range,
wherein the first column template is configured to display information in a first
format configured to scale within the first zoom range;

- store for the first column, a second column template associated with a second zoom range
different from the first zoom range, wherein the second column template is
configured to display information in a second format different from the first
format, and wherein the second column template is configured to scale within the
second zoom range;

- switch from the first column template to the second column template when the first
column is scaled to an outer limit of the first zoom range;

- store for a second column, a third column template configured to scale across the first
zoom range and the second zoom range; and

- enable simultaneous zooming of the first column and the second column such that during
simultaneous scaling from the first zoom range to the second zoom range, the
display format of the first column changes and the display format of the second
column remains unchanged.

22. The system of claim 21, wherein the first format includes a display of words in a column and the
second format substitutes graphical indicators for the words.

23. The system of claim 21, wherein the first format includes a display of a first volume of information
and wherein the second format includes a display of a second volume of information different from
the first volume of information.

24. The system of claim 21, wherein the first format is a timeline view and the second format is a
calendar view.

25. The system of claim 21, wherein the at least one processor is further configured to receive a request
to replace the second column template with the first column template, the first column template
being scalable across the first zoom range and the second zoom range.

26. The system of claim 21, wherein the at least one processor is further configured to automatically
apply the first column template and the second column template to a newly added column sharing
similarities with at least one preexisting column already associated with the first column template
and the second column template.

27. The system of claim 21, wherein the at least one processor is further configured to determine that a
new column is similar to the second column, and in response, to associate the third column template
with the new column.
28. A non-transitory computer readable medium containing instructions that when executed by at least one processor, cause the at least one processor to perform operations for scaling tables having differing column types, the operations comprising:

- maintaining a zoomable table having a plurality of columns, at least some of which display differently depending on zoom level;
- storing for a first column, a first column template associated with a first zoom range, wherein the first column template is configured to display information in a first format configured to scale within the first zoom range;
- storing for the first column, a second column template associated with a second zoom range different from the first zoom range, wherein the second column template is configured to display information in a second format different from the first format, and wherein the second column template is configured to scale within the second zoom range;
- switching from the first column template to the second column template when the first column is scaled to an outer limit of the first zoom range;
- storing for a second column, a third column template configured to scale across the first zoom range and the second zoom range; and
- enabling simultaneous zooming of the first column and the second column such that during simultaneous scaling from the first zoom range to the second zoom range, the display format of the first column changes and the display format of the second column remains unchanged.

29. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 28, wherein the first format includes a display of words in a column and the second format substitutes graphical indicators for the words.

30. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 28, wherein the first format includes a display of a first volume of information and wherein the second format includes a display of a second volume of information different from the first volume of information.

31. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 28, wherein the first format is a timeline view and the second format is a calendar view.

32. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 28, wherein the operations further comprise receiving a request to replace the second column template with the first column template such that for the first column, the first column template being scalable across the first zoom range and the second zoom range.

33. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 28, wherein the operations further comprise automatically applying the first column template and the second column template to a newly added column sharing similarities with at least one preexisting column already associated with the first column template and the second column template.

34. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 28, wherein the operations further comprise determining that a new column is similar to the second column, and in response, associating the third column template with the new column.
35. A method for scaling tables having differing column types, the method comprising:
   maintaining a zoomable table having a plurality of columns, at least some of which display
differently depending on zoom level;
   storing for a first column, a first column template associated with a first zoom range, wherein the
first column template is configured to display information in a first format configured to
scale within the first zoom range;
   storing for the first column, a second column template associated with a second zoom range
different from the first zoom range, wherein the second column template is configured to
display information in a second format different from the first format, and wherein the
second column template is configured to scale within the second zoom range;
   switching from the first column template to the second column template when the first column is
scaled to an outer limit of the first zoom range;
   storing for a second column, a third column template configured to scale across the first zoom
range and the second zoom range; and
   enabling simultaneous zooming of the first column and the second column such that during
simultaneous scaling from the first zoom range to the second zoom range, the display
format of the first column changes and the display format of the second column remains
unchanged.

36. The method of claim 35, wherein the first format includes a display of words in a column and the
second format substitutes graphical indicators for the words.

37. The method of claim 35, wherein the first format includes a display of a first volume of information
and wherein the second format includes a display of a second volume of information different from
the first volume of information.

38. The method of claim 35, wherein the first format is a timeline view and the second format is a
calendar view.

39. The method of claim 35, further comprising automatically applying the first column template and the
second column template to a newly added column sharing similarities with at least one preexisting
column already associated with the first column template and the second column template.

40. The method of claim 35, further comprising determining that a new column is similar to the second
column, and in response, associating the third column template with the new column.

41. A system for facilitating data visualization, the system comprising:
   at least one processor configured to:
   maintain a plurality of boards, wherein each board of the plurality of boards contains
multiple items, at least some of the items being associated with an entity and wherein at least some of the
items include calendar-related information;
   access a calendar of the entity;
   perform a lookup across the plurality of boards for the items associated with the entity;
perform an analysis of the items associated with the entity to determine whether the items are calendar-related;

sync the calendar-related items associated with the entity with the accessed calendar by rendering on the calendar, graphical indicators linked to the items;

receive a selection of a specific graphical indicator rendered on the calendar, the specific graphical indicator being associated with a specific one of the calendar-related items; and

upon receipt of the selection, activate a specific link associated with the specific graphical indicator to thereby cause a display of information associated with the specific item.

42. The system of claim 41, wherein causing the display includes presenting a board on which the linked item is contained.

43. The system of claim 41, wherein causing the display includes presenting the linked item.

44. The system of claim 41, wherein causing the display includes presenting an aggregate of linked items associated with a particular calendar day.

45. The system of claim 41, wherein authors of at least some of the plurality of boards differ from the entity.

46. The system of claim 41, wherein the analysis of the items associated with the entity to determine whether the items are calendar-related includes searching for at least one of a date or a date range.

47. The system of claim 41, wherein the analysis of the items associated with the entity to determine whether the items are calendar-related includes searching for an item due status indicator.

48. The system of claim 41, wherein the graphical indicators include a plurality of icons, and wherein each icon represents a differing board item.

49. The system of claim 48, wherein at least some of the graphical indicators are colorized to convey information.

50. The system of claim 48, wherein at least some of the graphical indicators are sized to convey information.

51. The system of claim 48, wherein at least some of the graphical indicators include alphanumeric information.

52. The system of claim 51, wherein the alphanumeric information includes at least one digit reflective of a number of items associated with a particular calendar day.

53. The system of claim 41, wherein an activatable drop down menu is associated with at least some of the graphical indicators, and wherein the drop down menu includes a plurality of items.

54. The system of claim 41, wherein items are updatable via the calendar.

55. The system of claim 41, wherein the calendar is enabled to be updated via the board.

56. A non-transitory computer readable medium containing instructions that when executed by at least one processor, cause the at least one processor to perform operations for facilitating improved data visualization, the operations comprising:
maintaining a plurality of boards, wherein each board of the plurality of boards contains multiple items, at least some of the items being associated with an entity and wherein at least some of the items include calendar-related information;
accessing a calendar of the entity;
performing a lookup across the plurality of boards for the items associated with the entity;
performing an analysis of the items associated with the entity to determine whether the items are calendar-related;
syncing the calendar-related items associated with the entity with the accessed calendar by rendering on the calendar, graphical indicators linked to the items;
receiving a selection of a specific graphical indicator rendered on the calendar, the specific graphical indicator being associated with a specific one of the calendar-related items; and
upon receipt of the selection, activating a specific link associated with the specific graphical indicator to thereby cause a display of information associated with the specific item.
57. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 56, wherein causing the display includes presenting a board on which the linked item is contained.
58. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 56, wherein analysis of the items associated with the entity to determine whether the items are calendar-related includes searching for an item due status indicator.
59. A method for facilitating improved data visualization, the method comprising:
maintaining a plurality of boards, wherein each board of the plurality of boards contains multiple items, at least some of the items being associated with an entity and wherein at least some of the items include calendar-related information;
accessing a calendar of the entity;
performing a lookup across the plurality of boards for the items associated with the entity;
performing an analysis of the items associated with the entity to determine whether the items are calendar-related;
syncing the calendar-related items associated with the entity with the accessed calendar by rendering on the calendar, graphical indicators linked to the items;
receiving a selection of a specific graphical indicator rendered on the calendar, the specific graphical indicator being associated with a specific one of the calendar-related items; and
upon receipt of the selection, activating a specific link associated with the specific graphical indicator to thereby cause a display of information associated with the specific item.
60. The method of claim 59, wherein causing the display includes presenting a board on which the linked item is contained.
### FIG. 4A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project 1</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Task Details</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Due Date</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stuck</td>
<td>July 31</td>
<td>Jun 1 – Jul 31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIG. 4B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project 2</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Team Addr.</th>
<th>Progress</th>
<th>Due Date</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 6</td>
<td>Team A</td>
<td>Address 1</td>
<td>In Progress</td>
<td>August 31</td>
<td>Jul 1 – Aug 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 8</td>
<td>Team B</td>
<td>Address 2</td>
<td>Done</td>
<td>August 31</td>
<td>Jul 4 – Aug 31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIG. 4C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project 3</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Task Status</th>
<th>Due Date</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 9</td>
<td>Group I</td>
<td>Location 1</td>
<td>In Progress</td>
<td>Sep 1</td>
<td>Aug 1 – Sep 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 13</td>
<td>Group II</td>
<td>Location 2</td>
<td>Done</td>
<td>Sep 7</td>
<td>Aug 1 – Sep 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 25</td>
<td>Group III</td>
<td>Location 3</td>
<td>Stuck</td>
<td>Oct 30</td>
<td>Sep 1 – Oct 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maintain data structure including plurality of tables

Receive request to consolidate information from at least two of plurality of tables

Perform analysis of data in similar columns to determine that data in similar columns share common characteristic

Aggregate information from similar columns

Output aggregation of information in manner associating information from similar columns

FIG. 7
Maintain a zoomable table having a plurality of columns

Store, for a first column, a first column template associated with a first zoom range to display information in a first format configured to scale within the first zoom range

Store, for the first column, a second column template associated with a second zoom range to display information in a second format configured to scale within the second zoom range

Switch from the first column template to the second column template where the first column is scaled to an outer limit of the first zoom range

Store, for a second column, a third column template configured to scale across the first zoom range and the second zoom range

Enable simultaneous zooming of the first column and the second column such that during simultaneous scaling from the first zoom range to the second zoom range, the display format for the first column changes and the display format of the second column remains unchanged
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